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TIMESBLOWN UP

E. C.

COMPANY

TWO

DEA0,Jffl

INJURED AT LEftST TWENTY ARE KILLED

Warden

Thomas

P. Gable for game
from Thomas K.
D. Maddison, clerk of the second judicial district, fees of the past quarter; $884.63 from Eugenio Romero,
treasurer of San Miguel county;
$69.28 from Alejandro Sandoval, treasurer of Sandoval county; $14.84 from
Tito Melendez, treasurer
of Mora
county.
Who Pays the Taxes?
In Rio Arriba county, the railroads
of the total taxable
carry
assessment, or according to Traveling
Auditor Charles V. Safford 32.80 per
cent; grazing lands and improvements 27.30 per cent; agricultural
lands and improvements 10.03; slheep
12.48; merchandise 6.11; timber lands
1.76; horses and mules 1.50; cattle
1.47; household goods 1,26; wagons
and Implement harness 1.16; all other

protection;

$530.25

one-thir- d

classes

Motor Park Way, Oct. 1. Harry F.
Grant, driving an Alcon car won the
Vanderbilt cup race today.
Joseph
Dawson, in a Harmon car, was second, and John Aiken of the National
third. Grant's time was four hours,
fifteen minutes and
and
thirty-nin-e
hundreds of a second. The
list of dead and Injured for which
the race is responsible reads like a
war skirmish. Two are dead. They
are Mechanician Charles Miller and
Ferdinand Dziuda, the manager of a
New York auto house, whose
car
struck a telegraph pole while lie and
party were on their way to the races.
The injured are: Driver Chevrolet,
slight; Driver Harold Stone, fatally;
Driver William Knipper, seriously;
Driver Padula, fatally; Mechanician
fiftjy-eia-

John Barber, seriously; Mechanician
Mason, seriously; Mechanician
H.
Kittrell, fatally; Thomas Miller, a
spectator, fatally; five occupants of
Mr. Dziuda's car, slightly; occupants
of a touring car run into at the road?
side when the Chevrolet car left the
track, slightly. Tlhe best previous
record was 64.3 miles per hour, made
by Robertson in 1908; Grant's average is 65.4 miles per hour. The race
was thrilling, first one car gaining
a lead only to lose it in a few min-

utes.

Race Was a Revolting Spectacle.
From the sporting standpoint the
race will go down in the annals of
automobiling as the most hotly contested long distance event ever held
over the open country roads. But
judged by the cost of killed and maimed the race was a revolting spectacle
and a severe arraignment of the manner in which it was conducted.

4.13.

Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed today In the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Automatic
Scale Vending Company with headquarters at Santa Fe and E. C. Abbott
as statutory agent. The incorporators and directors are: W. Irving
Lake of Kansas City, 1,000,000 shares;
C. L. Whitehill of Kansas City, 499,000
shares; E. C. Abbott of Santa Fe,
shares. The capitalization is
divided into 1,500,000 shares.
Important National Guard Legislation.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes will
leave tomorrow for St. Louis, Mo.,

WOMAN

MAKES ATTACK
ON APPELLATE

JUDGE.

Jurist

Unhurt Seamstress
Escaped
Draws Knife With" Five Inch
Blade.

Chicago, Oct. 1. A woman thought
to be demented', attempted to assasst
nate Judge Frank Baker of the appellate court on the streets today. The
jurist escaped unhurt. The woman,
Mrs. Elizabeth Burke, aged 45. is a
steamstress and used a knife with a
five inch blade. The police could not
learn her motive for the attack. On
following Colonel E. C. Abbott, who the way to the station she screamed
went last evening, to represent New and struggled frantically.
Mexico National Guard at the annual
convention.
Important
legislative FOUR SUGAR WEIGHERS
PARDONED BY TAFT.
measures will be discussed, among
them a proposition to have Uncle Sam
Trust Employes Who Were Serving
appropriate about $6,000,000 annually
Sentences for Frauds Connected
to pay National Guardsmen for attendWith Customs House.
ance at drills.
Received Sack of Gold.
1.
Oct.
Washington,
President
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien to- Taft today
pardoned Edward Boyle,
received
a
sack of gold worth John Coyle, Patrick Hennessy and
day
$250 in payment of a lease on a school Thomas Kehoe, four sugar weighers
section. Of course, it came from Okla- who are serving sentences In connechoma, where the bank guaranty plan, tion with the
frauds
it seems, has driven people to pay in of New York.
the coin of the realm instead of bank
notes or money orders.
Notaries Public Appointed,
TAMMANY TRAIN
Governor Mills today appointed the
following notaries public: John F.
Evans, of Lovington, Eddy county,
and William Smith, of Silver City.
sugar-weighin- g

IS WRECKED

DOCTOR LEWIS B. PATON
LECTURES THIS EVENING.

Former Director of the American
School of Oriental Studies and
Research Will Speak Here.
This evening in the court room of
the new court house on East Palace
evenue Doctor Lewis B. Paton will
give, an lilustrated lecture on "Palestine Before the Hebrew Conquest," to'
which the public is cordially invited.
Immediately following the close of the
lecture an informal reception will be
held at the Museum rooms in the Old
Palace where all those who desire will
have an opportunity of meeting Doctor Paten.

Six Cars Turtle and Go Into
Ditch Near Corning,
New York
MURPHY SLATE IS

NOMINATED

John A. Dix Heads Ticket and
Will Make Run Against
Stimson.

Corning, N. Y., Oct. 1. The Tammany special train form Rochester to
New York waa wrecked near a point
six miles east of here at one this
afternoon. Six cars turned over. Doctors and a wrecking train have been
BURRO MOUNTAIN
sent The report received says: "No
MINES SHUT DOWN. one
Injured."
Slate as Endorsed.
"All of the Burro mountain mines
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 1. The Demhave shut down. It is reported that ocratic state
convention last night
they will not resume work until the nominated the following state ticket:
copper market is again in a satisfacFor governor John A. Dix, Washtory condition. Work continues on ington county.
the Chlno property at Santa Rita, but
Lieutenant governor Thomas L.
this Is not a producing property, and
Will not be In a position to make cop- Conway, Clinton county.
Secretary of state Edward Lazan-sky-.
per for some months, and by that
Kings county.
time the copper market may be all
State treasurer Johir J. Kennedy,
right. While the price of the stock
of the companies that are producing Erie county.
Attorney general Thomas J.
copper have all dropped recently the
Yates county.
price of the Chlno stock has increasState engineer and surveyor John
ed." Western Liberal.
'

Car-mod-

A. Benzei, New York.
Associate Judge of the court of apFRENCH AVIATOR ESTABLISHES
NEW ALTITUDE RECORD. peals Fredeick K. Collins, Cheming
county.
This list of candidates' prepared afMourelon, France, Oct. 1. Wyuma-len- ,
the aviator, today established a ter a day of almost continuous conrecord rising to a height of 9,121 feet ference, went through shortly after
The best previous mark, 8,409 feet, midnight, with only two halts In its
was held by the late George Chavez. quick progress.

Los Angeles, Oct.

1.

Francis
in

OVER

DUKE CITY SENDS DELEGATION

J. Heney Takes the Lead Mr. Ripley Is Met at Lamy for a

Turning Tide Against New

Significant Conference.

Mexico Man.

f

f
.
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HON. H. M. DOUGHERTY
Who Will Be In the Constitutional Convention.
One of the
Most Astute Barristers in the Territory. He Has Been Very Successful
in His Profession.

A Democrat

Among the thir'y two lawyers who
will be delegates to the constitutional
convention which opens next Monday
i3 the Hon. H. M. Dougherty,
who
comes as a delegate from Socorro, Socorro county.
Mr. Dougherty is recognized as one
of the most brilliant attorneys in New
Mexico and one who, while conservative, is nevertheless aggressive for
the things he believes to be right.
Born in North Piatt, Neb. in 1SG8,
he spent part of his youth in the land
of the "Great Commoner.'
In 1877,
Police Without Clews.
he moved to Fort 'Worth, Texas, and
The heads of the paper, including lived there three
years.
Assistant General Manager
Harry
Mr. Dougherty came to New Mex
narrow
Chandler, had
escapes from ico in 1881 and located In Socorro
death. The building is equipped with where he has since lived. He attendgas fittings and the force of the ex- ed
Washington University at St.
plosion tearing them to bits released
the gas which ignited in every part
of the building. No other cause, but
that of a dynamite explosion, is ad- before the explosion which was direct
to the main office. He said: "My
vanced by witnesses except in the case ed
men reported shortly before 1 this
of the Western Union telegraph operator William Figman who stated he morning that two men were seen by
detected gas throughout the building a special officer placing a ladder at
earlier in the night and called atten- the rear of the branch building and
tion to it. A few minutes after the! climbing on the roof. An officer fired
at them twice and the men fled. Chief
explosion the pqlice arrested a man'
named Harry Plake, making his way of Police Galloway said it seemed
certain that the Times building was
through the Broadway tunnel. AnothMayor Alexer man, William Irwin, was arrested wrecked by dynamite.
later. But the police are without ander, the city council, the city attorchief of
and other munici
clews.
Wesley Reeves, secretary to ney, officials police
met
with officials of varipal
is
Manager Chandler,
among the miss- ous local unions
today and mutually
ing. It is believed that he is dead.
"You can say for me," said Mr. agreed to call off thoAmion labor pawas to have Been held on
Chandler, "there is no doubt that this rade which The
parade had been ar
terrible outrage can be laid at the Monday.
doors of labor unions. They have de- ranged as a protest against the
ordinance.
It was agreed
stroyed the building and killed a that a
the
during
present exparade
number of our men, but they can't
would
be
unwise.
citement
kill the Times. There Is no doubt that
Another Dynamite Bomb Found.
the explosion was caused by a charge
Los Angeles, Oct. 1. F. J. Zeihan-- j
of dynamite placed apparently in a
little blind alley in the building. It delaar, secretary of tlhe Merchants and
is true that the building is equipped Manufacturing Association, telephonwith gas but no gas explosion could ed the police this morning that he had
have caused it. For years we have found a charge of dynamite under his
been receiving threatening letters house. The police sent to Investigate
from peop'e who said the paper ought found the bomb.
to be blown up."
The List of the Dead.
Times Issued Today.
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 1. The
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 1. The dead are:
Harvey C. Elder, assistant
day issue of the Times was got out to- city editor, who leaped from the third
day from the Herald plant and from story window died in the hospital.
an auxiliary plant of the Times in an- Charles E. Lovelace, country editor,
other part of the city. Mr. Chandler who leaped from a third story window
said that two years ago the Times had died the hospital. J. Wesley Reeves,

established an auxiliary plant equipping it with a press and twelve linotype machines whith the expectation
that the present plant some day might
be destroyed.

CONGRESS

IRRIGATION

The building

and plant of the Los Angeles Times,
one of the best known newspapers of
the southwest, of which General Harrison Otis is the editor and principal
owner, was completely destroyed by
an explosion and fire shortly after 1
this morning, resulting iu tie death
of upwards of twenty of its employes
and a financial loss of nearly half a
mil'ion dollars. The management
lays the blame of the explosion to
the labor union, with which the paper
has long been engaged in bitter warfare. It is said that unidentified parties set off a charge of dynamite in
a blind alley which ran Into the center of the building, wrecking the Interior and setting It afire from roof
to basement. The force of the explosion was terrific. It was heard for
miles and all windows in the vicinity
of the Times building at First street
and Broadway were shattered. Between fifty and seventy employes
were working at the time and until
the last can be checked it will be impossible to give the actual list of casualties.

STARTLING

Prejudice Against Santa Fe Santa Fe Is Not Trying to
Railroad Defeats Him
Buy St. Louis, Rocky Mounfor Presidency
tain and Pacific

Abbott, NeW Mexico Agent Four of the Latter Are Fatally Fight With Labor.Unions Blamed
and Headquarters at
HurtHarry F. Grant the
by the Management of
Winner.
Santa Fe.
Newspaper.

It was a busy day at the capitol and
yet there was little news. A targe
force of employes was skirmishing
about to arrange for the constitutional convention and the clock In the
Hall of Representatives was started
ticking after It had been quiet since
the last legislative assembly of 1909
adjourned.
Territorial Receipts.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien today turned over to Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero $26,238,18, for the
common
school
and institutional
funds, a nice little nest egg for education. In another month, he will
turn over at least $15,000 more as he
U collecting leases promptly.
Other
funds received by the territorial treasurer today were $1,637.50 from Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa for incorporation fees: $57.75 from Game

RIPLEY DENIES

TURNED DOWN

Land Commissionef R. P. The Casualty List Almost What Appears Dastardly OutResembles That 'of a
Ervien Adds to School
rage Perpetrated by DeBattle Field
Income' Funds
praved Criminal
HEW SCALE VENDING

SO 188

1, 1910

Louis, Mo., and was graduated from
the law school in 1890.
In the summer of 1S90, he began the
practice of law and has continued
such practice ever since.
A Democrat in politics Mr. Dougherty has been signally honored by his
party, for he attended the national
convention in 1900 as delegate and
was a member of the platform committee when the silver plank was in-

troduced.
Mr. Dougherty has held the office of

district attorney three years, resigning his second terra.
Elected on a
ticket to
the convention he will be one of the
n

most useful members of
though belonging to the

it, even
minority

party.
teristic of the Times management
that without waiting for an investigation, it should charge it to the trade
uuions," said President James M.
Lynch of the International Typographical
Union.
"The Typographical
Union resents and refutes this charge.

We have always fought fair.

The

In-

"We want no corporation lawyer to
head this congress," shouted Francis
J. Heney, he of San Francisco muck
raking fame, in the National Irrigation Congress at Pueblo. Colorado, as
the baMot was being taken for presi
dent, and his appeal to the popular
prejudice against corporations and
railroads turned the scales against
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, vice president of the congress, and who had
been recommended for the presidency
unanimously by the executive committee, a recommendation which acshould have
cording to precedent,
carried the election. The New Mexico delegation
felt the slight kcenlv
and J. Francis Heney did not add to
the number of his friends in this
neck of the woods.
The New Mexico delegates returned
last night, and today as a cenuine
expression of respect and gratitude,
tendered Colonel R. E. Twitchell
a
banquet at the Alvarado at Albuquerque, which proved to be an enthusiastic testimonial and expression of es
teem for Colonel Twitchell, who in
late years has done more than
nv
one other man for the irrigation con
gress. Colonel Twitchell takes his defeat philosophically, declaring at to
day's banquet that the congress is bigger than any men and that he bows
to the will of the majority.
The New Mexico delegates declare
that the congress was in most respects a success and that New Mexico won out on points in
controversy
and in which the Territory was esne- cially interested. Much advertising
literature was distributed by H. B.
Hcning, the secretary of the Nw
Mexico Bureau of Immigration.
The Officers for the Next Year.
President, B. A. Fowler, Arizona.
First Vice President, F. W. Fleminir
Kansas City.
Second Vice President. L. New.
man of Montana.
Third Vice President. A. G Woknn
Pueblo.
Fourth Vice President. John Fair- weather, California.
......
FWh .Vina PracManf X. I
fum, Wyoming.

ternational Typographical Union is
not a
dynamiting institute. It's record of 60 years shows
that. No one regrets the Times catastrophe more than I do. On the
other hand, we are determined to
protect ourselves against the plot ,by
General Otis and his subordinates
trying to fasten the blame nn
tiaues union." President Lynch said
Secretary. Arthur Hooker s.
he had wired the Los Angeles representative to take the necessary meas- Wash.
Foreign Secretary. Dr. E. McQueen
ures to protect the International Typographical Union from other compli- Gray, New Mexico.
cations.

j

"Present reports convince me that
the explosion was caused by the falling of a gas main and due entirely
to the unsanitary conditions of the
Times plant."
Editor of Times at El Paso.
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 1. Hon. Harrison Gary Otis picks Hon. Enrique
Creel, minister of foreign relations
for Mexico, to succeed President
Diaz as president of Mexico upon the retirement of the "gray eagle"
of the southern republic.
"Resourceful, brilliant, liberal toward Americans; trained in diplomacy
and of broad conception and progressive temperament, Minister Creel, if
selected, would make an excellent
successor to President Diaz," General
Otis said Friday at the St. Regis.
"While he is not of pure Mexican
blood, no one could say that he Is
not a true Mexican, and I know of no
objection to him as president to succeed President Diaz.
"I read the story that he had been
Por-flrl- o

secretary to Assistant General Manager Chandler. It is believed his body
is in the ruins. R. L. Sawyer, telegraph operator aged 34, married, with
two children, and Harry L. Crane, asScenes of Horror.
sistant telegraph editor, aged 38, marLos Angeles, Oct. 1. The dead and
ried, one child, are among the dead.
missing come principally from the
The Injured.
composing room, which is directly
Among the Injured taken to the tios-pitabove the spot where the explosion
Rossi,
is Randolph
linotyper,
took place. A number of printers
winand Jinotypers missing are believed who jumped from a second floor
to be buried in the smoldering debris. dow severely hurt. The following are considered as the president's succesIn tflie editor's room all the editors missing: J. C. Gallagher, linotype op- sor, but do not know whether this
G.
and reporters had gone home except erator, married, five children ;"W.
was official or merely a report. As
two or three men. Assistant City Ed- Tustall, linotype operator, married; governor of Chihuahua, minister at
itor Harry Elder was still on duty. Fred Llewellyn linotype operator, Washington and in his present caWhen the explosion came, a flame married; John Howard, printer, mar- pacity as minister of foreign relations,
shot up through all parts of the ried, one child; Grant irioore, machin minister Creel has shown himself to
Elder was badly stunned! ist, married, three children; Edward be a man of great
building.
capabilities and
but attempted to escape. He ran to Washon, printer, married; Elmer
I believe, make a splendid sucwould,
married;
operator,
Frink,
linotype
the windows, opening on Broadway.
cessor to President Diaz upon his reNo fire escape was there and mad- Eugene Cars, linotype operator, martirement'
i
linoJohn
one
Johnson,
child;
dened by the flames he jumped. Fire- ried,
men below held a net but he missed type operator, married; Ernest Jor-- 1 General Otis, who Is managing ediit and struck the pavement dying soon dan, linotype operator, married, pne tor and owner of the Los Angeles
printer, Times, and who represented the Unitafterwards. Night Editor Taggart child; Frank Underwood,
was at work in the composing room. married, one child; Charles Gulliver, ed States at the Mexican centennial
He leaped througlh the window and compositor, married; Carl Sallada, celebration as a delegate from Califormade his way across roofs of adjoin- linotype operator; Charles Gulliver, nia, arrived Thursday from Mexico
ing buildings safely. The entire force compositor, married. It probably will City and after remaining in El Paso
of telegraph editors and operators be late in the afternoon before a over night, left for his home in Los
was at work except Telegraph Editor complete and accurate list Is posted. Angeles. After spending 24 days in
R. N. Whitney.
Gompers Defends Union Labor.
the Mexican capital as the official delHarry Crane, assistant editor, was seen attempting to St. Louis, Oct. 1. Samuel Gompers, egate and four as an individual. Genmake his way out of the .building. He president of the American Federation eral Otis returned with the warmest
has not been found among the sur- of Labor, said today that he did not praise for Mexico's treatment of the
vivors. Several men were seen come believe that Union labor members in foreign representatives during the
to the windows a few moments after any way are responsible for the explo- centennial celebration. Being a pertue fire broke out to cry for help. Nets sion and Are in the building of the sonal friend of President Diaz, Genwere stretched and many jumped to Los Angeles Times. "The position of eral Otis had a number of Interviews
safety. Others were seen to fall the Times toward union labor is well, with the
old man of Mexico
back into the flames. Foreman Grab-bil- l known," said Mr. Gompers, "but noth- which, he grand
were the most pleassaid,
to
make
has
happened recently
of the composing room estimated ing
ant part of his very pleasant visit to
that S15 men were in tihe building. He the feeling of the union men any more Mexico
City. .
'
j
believed that twelve of his men were acute."
j
Big Reward Offered.
killed and that the fatalities in the
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 1. The 130,000 OPERATORS
other departments were about the
THROWN OUT OF WORK.
same number. About fifteen were at city- council today voted $25,000 dol-- j
work in the stereotyping department, lars as a fund to be used to run down
but it Is believed that all of these the perperttators of the dynamiting Seven Hundred Cotton Mills Closed
Down at Noon by Lock Out De--'
escaped. Eight women in the proof outrage against the Times, $2,500 of
dared at Manchester, Eng.
room
be
a
on the third floor also which is to
reward for the cap--j
reading
Manchester, Eng., Oct. 1. The fedj
ture of the dynamiters.
escaped.
eration of Master Cotten Spinners toLabor Parade Called Off.
Lynch Denounces Times.
AnLos Angeles, Oct. 1. Ashland, tlhe
day declared a lock out of one hun1.
Los
Oct.
"The
Indianapolis,
thousand operamanager. Is authority for the state- geles Times for many years has been dred and thirty-fiv- e
ment that a threat to blow up the bitter, unrelenting, and unreasoning tives and at noon closed the doors ot
Times plant was made a few minutes against trade unions and it Is charac seven hundred mills.

SANITARIUM

N

EARING
COMPLETION.

The Sisters of Charitv are striving
hard and expect to have sixteen or
eighteen rooms in the new building
furnished and ready for occupancy
next week. The entire building is expected to be done within the next two
or three weeks. Since the woodwork
and finishing has been Dut in. the
interior of the building shows what a
nanasome and modern building It is to
be; it is certainly a credit to Siinta
Fe. It is hoped that all the vacant
rooms available will be occupied dur
ing me convention.

L ou

"The Santa Fe has not purchased
nor is it endeavoring to purchase,
the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and

Pacific Railway."
This was the succinct denial ot President E. P. Ripley ot the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe railway, of the
startling rumor, spread all over the
country, that the trip of President
Ripley and Vice Presidents Hodges
and Storey through the northern part
of the territory, was to nut throueh a
deal by which the Santa Fe would gain.
possession of the Itocky
Mountain
road, for the purpose of extending it
to Taos.
Mr. Ripley was interviewed
by a
representative of the New Mexican
just as he was hoarding his nrivata
car en route to Lamy and thence to
inicago. He was in the hpsf nf hum.
or and spoke enthusiastically of the
trip ne naa made by auto, by team.
by railroads other than his own. But
he was emphatic in denying the report of the Santa Fe's contemplated
He however offered a nie.
purchase.
nificant hint when he added! "Rut
what the St. Louis and
Rocky Moun
tain ana pacific road is trvine to do.
or may intend to do, is something with
wuicn i am not familiar."
.The trip which gave Mr. Ripley so
much pleasure was in "five
parts" as
follows:
From Trinidad to Raton over the
Scenic Highway by auto.
From Raton to Ute Park over tho
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacif
ic railway, as guest of Jan Van Hout-en- .
From Ute Park over Taos iwsk tn
Taos, by motor car.
From Taos to the Santa Harho
Tie Company's holdings, bv team.
From there to Barranca,
by team.
From Barranca to Santa v
the Deliver and Rio Grande In their
private car, "Edna" placed at the dis- iu&ai oi air. Kipiey and his party by

that railroad.
Leaving Ute Park early Monday
morning, the run to Taos was .made la

iuc

ui 14 nuts, lurougn some or tna
finest scenery to be found
anywhere
in the Rocky mountains.
The SDlen- did new highway, while quite new in
places, was In prime condition nnii
warmly praised by the distinguished
visitors, who were seeing something
of its kind for the first time. On arrival at Taos, the Ripley party spent
the next two days on several side

trips, visiting in turn the celebrated
pueblo, five miles out, tlie orchards
at Ranchos de Taos, and other suota
of interest in the Rio Grande valley,
S. mountain.
going thence to U.
twelve miles out from Taos and the
timber lands of southern Taos county.
Likes

Our Country.

"This Is certainly a delightful country and I have enjoyed every minute
of my trip through Colorado and New
Mexico," said President Ripley. He
looked it, too. His well tanned face
and his general appearance bore him
out that he had had a fine outing
one that a railroad
president, tied
cjpwn to the hard work of managing a
railroad, needs as much as any
man, leading the strenuous American
business life.
t

raniunoN

in

Territory Has 327,696 Peo- pie According to Census
of 1910
E

OF

68 PER CENT

Santa Fe County Has Population
of 14
Statistical
Figures.
770--Ot- her

Washington, D. C, Oct. 1. The pop
ulation of New Mexico is 327,696 according to the census of 1910, a gain
of 132,386 people in ten years, or of
08 per cent, an
unprecedented cain in
the history of the commonwealth and
exceeded by few if any of the states
in the Union.
In the decade from
1890 to 1910 the gain was 37.854 peo
ple or 24.G per cent; in the recade
previous 34.02S persons or 28.5 per
cent; from 1870 to 1880 it was 27,691
people or 30.1 per cent, from i860 to
1870 1,642 people or 1.8 per cent, and
the recade pervious 31,969 persons or
51.9 per cent. The population is now
almost three person to the square
mile.
Santa Fe County.
Washington. D. C. Oct. 1. The norj- ulatlon of Santa Fe county is 14.770
according to the census of 1910. Ten
years ago it was 14,658, but since then
Moritary precinct with a population
ot 609 and Espanola and San Pedro
precincts with 624 Inhabitants have
been attached to Rio Arriba county.

VIS

Board of Osteopathy The territorial board of osteopathy will meet at
Albuquerque on Monday.

Mr.

Ripley

expressed

disappoint-

ment at not being able to spend more
time in the city yesterday afternoon
in order to visit a number of friends,
including Hon. George Cabot Ward
of New York City who arrived here
yesterday from New York, and who is
a great admirer of tbe president of
the Santa Fe road.
At Lamy,

President Ripley's party started
U.niy at about 4 p. m. and there
Ripley was met by a delegation
eight from the Comemrcial Club
Albu juerque who had wired him
an appointment before he started

for
Mr.
of
of
for
fof

Chicago on train No. 8.
In the Duke City party were F. B.
Schwentker, Hon. Solomon Luna, M.
W. Flournoy, W. S. Strickler, O. A.
Marron, J. D. Herndon, George Arnot
and George Kaseman.
They had an
Important conference with Mr. Ripley lasting over an hour.
It is rumored that it wa.ct nvflp "roll.

road extension matters" hut the details of the conference, which is supposed to have had the interests of
Albuquerque In particular at heart,
were not given out.
In Wall Street
The report of the trip of President
Ripley through New Mexico has attracted attention 'n Well street for
the Wall Street Journal gives some
Interesting information about the St
Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
railway, which Mr. Ripley was alleged
to have his eye on. Says the Journal :
"A director of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific Company
says
that present earnings are at the rate
of about 3 per cent on the $10,000,000
common stock after deducting 5 per
cent for the $1,000,000 preferred. No
dividends have been paid by the company and probably will not be for several years, as It is the intention ot the
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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BABY ONE YEAR OLD

Old Wheat'

GOT ECZEMA

Imperial
Jersev Cream

Flour

Pansy
Bobolink
AR1ETY FRESH YEAST

Also

WEiGIVE CASE REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

Winter Grocery Co.
y

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.

CALL AflB SEE

;F0i

No.

Talaphona

YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
1

Diamonds, w atches, Clocks

Jewelry. Silverware,

Deco-

China.

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

rated

Got eczema on hands, face,
nose and mouth Hard crust
formed, cracked and blood
ran out Itched frightfully
Mitts on
Could not rest
hands to prevent scratching
Mother forced to sit with
baby day and night Used
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
as directed In three days
crust began to come off
In a week there was no more
scab Now baby is cured
without a mark Sleeps
soundly in her cradle and
parents in their bed No
more sleepless nights because
of baby's suffering Cuticura
seems a wonderful remedy
for this disease.

buquerque, (he having threatened his
wife with a gun. The woman had
only recently given birth to a child
and the episode is reported to have
affected her health seriously.
Indian Arrested at Las Vegas An
Indian boy on his way from Oklahoma
to the U. S. Indian Industrial School
at Phoenix, Arizona, took too big a
cargo of firewater on board and was
arrested on the Santa Fe depot platform at Las Vegas with three sheets
to the wind. He gave his name as
Joe Rowe. He was permitted to sober
up, then reprimanded aud sent on
his way to school.
Saloonkeepers Oppose High License
An injunction
brought by A. c.
Torres against the city of Socorro,
Mayor H. O. Bursum and the city
council to prevent Hie enforcement
of an increase in the saloon license
from $500 to $1,000 was argued be- '.fore Judge Mechem.
APPRECIATION OF WORK
OF DR. E. L. HEWETT.
Board of Regents of the Museum of
New Mexico Adopts Resolutions
Recognizing His Service.

At the second annual field meeting
of the board of regents of the Museum
of New Mexico, in the camp of the
School of American Archaeology, the
following resolutions were unanimously adopted:
Resolved:
That having heard the
M.
Mr.
Henry
Extract from the letter of
the work of Diviewed
and
reports
1909.
December
9,
Fogel, R.F.D. I, Bath, Pa.,
L.
rector
having thorHewett;
Edgar
Cuticura Remedies are sold throughout the
oughly inspected the Museum Rooms,
civilized world, Cuticura Soap (25c), Cuticura
and work shops established during
Ointment (50c), Cuticura Resolvent (SOc.).and
Cuticura Pills (25c). Potter Drug & Chem.
the last year in the historic GoverBosCorp., Sole Props., 135 Columbus Ave.,
nor's Palace in Santa Fe; having thorBosk
Cuticura
Maild tree,
ton.
oughly investigated the field work In
on How to Trwt the Skiu and Scalp.
the Rito de los Frijoles, the lectures
jand excavations and the other activi- ties of this great scientific work, pri-- !
marily valuable to New Mexico, but
THE DAILY ROUND UP.
jalso of the deepest interest and value
to the whole world of scholarship ;
That the thanks of this board of
THE REACTIONARY.
agents De tenaerea 10 mrecun ju.k
The old ranch is sold to a syndicate
newen.
That is simply loaded with "tin;'
Thpv sav that our metnoas is out
ed and authorized to continue in the
date
same line of work until further orders
An' they're fencin' the ranges in.
of
this board; that he be elected a life
a
cows
in
the
coddle
pasture
They'll
member
of the Museum of New Mex
lot
ico; that he be instructed to convey
An' feed 'em on muffins an' tea,
the thanks of this board to his assistBut I'm goin' on to anotner spot
me! ants, Messrs. Chapman,
of
"milker'
a
make
can't
Harrington,
They
Nusbaum and Morley of the staff; and
cows to inform them that In recognition of
They can cut off the horns of the
an' steers,
their faithful, alert and competent
An' put 'em in rosewood stalls,
service, they have been unanimously
They can tie pink ribbons into their given life membership in the Museum
ears
by vote of the board of regents.
An' take 'em on afternoon calls.
Resolved Further, That this action
stool
a
on
dinky
But 1 won't get down
be spread in full upon the minutes of
With a shiny tin pail at my knee.
the board of regents of the Museum of
Say, wouldn't I feel like a condemned New
Mexico; and that a copy be en
fool?
and presented to Dr. Hewett
grossed
me.
of
milker
a
They can't make
with the compliments and sincere ad-

cf Santa Fe
From the Experience
People.
We are fortunate indeed to be able
ur
to profit by the experience of
The public utterances of
neighbors.
Santa Fe residents on the following
subject will interest and benefit
thousands of our readers. Read this
statement. No better proof can be
had.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grateful
for the benefit 1 have received from
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills. For
several years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was hard for me
to do work on account of pains in my
loins and any sudden movement aggravated my trouble. My rest was
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
void the kidney secretions and the
passages were scanty and painful.
Public statements given by local people who had used Doan's Kidney Pills
with benefit, induced me to try them.
I found relief at once and by the time
I had used one box, my back was free
from pain. My kidneys are now normal and I feel better in every way.
I have great faith in the curative
powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
n
Buffalo,
ceuts.
Co.,
New York, io'.e agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDERII

OF WORK

EVERY DESCRIPTION

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
s
Send for prices for tanning and lining-furand hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kin is

i

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHONE
BLACK

Q OANON
ROAD!

SANTA FE, N, M,

19

I'm moving along with my old cayuse
To a place where the ranges are,
Where the cattle are runnln' free an
loose
With never a fence to bar;
Where the lariat's used an' they wear

the dhaps

MULLIGAN & RISING
Funeral Directors &
LicBnsed Embalmers
da?h&onie3HT
PICTURE

130

125

RED
TASTEFULLY

FRAMING

SATISFACTORILY

AND

PALAOft
AVE
DONE.

An' the life's like it used to be;
Tut-- j
a "farm" of the ranch,

perhaps.

But they can't make a milker of me!
Berton Braley.

NICK

Fire Damages Furniture The house
of Delfino Sandoval at Las Vegas,
caught fire late Thursday afternoon.
Damagt to the amount of $100 was Signed:
done to the furniture.
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
Governor of New Mexico.
Marriage Licenses Issued At Las
JOHN R. McFIE,
Veeas a marriage license has been
issued to Abraham Romero, aged 21
President of Board.
NATHAN JAFFA,
years, of Gonzales, and Beatrice Roybal, aged 19, of wagon Mouna.
Secretary of Board.
Arrested for Throwing StonesFRANK SPRINGER.
.losenh Nicolai was arrested at Albu
R. W. CORWIN.
auerque for throwing stones at r.
CHAS. F. LTJMMIS.
make
Parenli. The boy will have to
his appearance in police court to ex RECORD RAIN FALLS
plain his actions
IN EDDY COUNTY.
Elected
Secretary
Newspaperman
has
Club
The Roswell Commercla
Gins at Carlsbad In Opeselected J. S. Kirby, city editor ot Both Cotton
rationCompany B of National
the Roswell Register Tribune, as its
Guard Returns Home.
to succeed Robert Kellahin,

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Flour,

Hay,

Grain, Potatoes,

Ms

Salt aa!

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE
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CUSS CORWCK'S HACK LINE

HACK SERVICE

JSSiL

s

ad

Prop

m

eorsts

s
Men's
(nailed)
Ladies' half sole? - Rubber heels
balf-solc-

-

H. O. YONTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER VP

(tight Prices
Right Omi
Right Servle

1

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Xtttoi and
Fiitttf by Bp la
Ey)k

Oale
JEWELRY
Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.
mmm m m mmtmsmms
l&m-w?

nDCCuUSC "
successfully.
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Methods

FfhM

MAKE YOUR
SELECTION NOW.

PHONE

'

I

For Best Laundry Work

WOOD-DWI-

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

4snto

S5.00

FARE

C

CO.0

.

We h ave it,

i'hone

"OSSSUHBHHBI

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

1

ft
HACK LIKE

" HAR 1WARE

if it, Hardware

Phone

Phone No. 23 Red

nne

P. O. BOX 219

Care for your horses welt and they will do better work for you.
We cannot mention the many things we carry In our store. But
whenever you need anything in hardware, come to us and you will,
find it.
Our quality is always the beat. Our prices are always fair prices.

basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday arid Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F O.BROWN Agent

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
the north bound train and arrives at
raos at 7 p. m.
secretary
Ten miles shorter than any other
resigned.
Carlsbad. N. M.. Oct. 1. A record way. Good covered hack and good
Many Indictments at Raton The,
Carlsbad project
territorial grand jury at Raton re-- j rain fall fell in the
f ams.
Trinidad Or last night, one inch and twenty-eigh- t
turned 37 indictments.
In
Make Pm
hour.
one
Tla.laa.g
than
less
fell
in
for
the
hundreds
indicted
was
tiz, aged 22,
Comfbxta.tl.
of
prothe
check.
northern
part
Carlsbad, the
forgery of a railway discharge
Ortiz is just recovering from an at log tiio rain was not so heavy. The
tack of typhoid fever and was too rain covered a part of the range that
weak to stand In court.
has had no rain this winter.
Love Broke the Peace A. J. Love
Both cotton gins are in operation.
was fined $10 and costs or given thejTne jargest acreage ot cotton is
alternative of serving fifteen days in- around Loving. The growers iounu u
Aljail, for breaking the peace at
necessary to get help from the out
side to help pick the crop and a host
the only
For
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
nf am fnrmrs came in in their
tonsorial
class
first
parlor
Lucas County. ss.
"smhooners" and are now busy gath
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that rinr the fleecy staple. Many fields
Santa
in
Fe.;
he is senior partner of the firm of
will make a bale or more to the acre.
OUR NEW FITCH
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
Mexico Na
. .Cnmnanv B. of the New
TREATMENT
and
of
in the City
Toledo, County
arrived home WednesState aforesaid, and that said firm tional Guard,
is
are again settled
guiranteid to cure, (not only
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED day morning and
ot
DiadrufT, falling hair &
making
relieve,
routine
to
the regular
DOLLARS for each and every case of down
other
scalp irritations. We also
Catarrh that cannot be cured by. the a living.
It carrv a complete
of alltne
Monday.
will
open
court
District
Cure.
Catarrh
use of Hall's
ever popular hair and facial tonics.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
promises to be the busiest term
Sworn to before mt and subscribed held in Eddy county. The grand
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
considin my presence, this 6th day of De- jury will have many cases to
BATHS BATHS BATHS
er. The Carlsbad project alone will
cember, A. D., 1886.
e
cases.
twenty-fivA. W. GLBASON,
furnish about
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Notary Public.
(Seal)
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internlaundry en Mondaye and Tuesdays
ally, and acts directly on the blood
BBAND.
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
TIIK
A
wru;
ASK
and mucous surfaces of the system.
LadlMl
joor
All work is guaranteed; yocr
free.
testimonials
for
oa
Send
uoia metallic wx
1'IJla in Kea
socks are mended and buttons
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
O.
&
CO., Toledo,
F. J. CHENEY
Takn a othaF. But ot your
sewed on you shirta. without
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
extra charge.
Reliable
years known as Best, Safest, Always
Take Hall's Family Pills for
so BY DkuuuImS tVtKY nHtKB PHONE RED 122. THONIB RED m.

Wlkj

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE
LEADING DRY 600DS
HOUSE IN THE CITY.

36

75c
50o
50c

LAUHDBT

1

XPVPriDn
MUX vViLvU

RATON
YANKEE'

Wood
Lump

CERR1LLC8

Smitbiig Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

F25iZTAB..T5SSf.
Telephone

Steam Coal.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Lo yenfknow whether
you have an absolute! title tolithe property vblcb YcujEcwucRri?

"ShVd S""'
Catron Block

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT

Santa Fe, K,

M

Realty

&

Insn-anc- e

Agency

Ttl Blatk76

i9 yeart

CHICHESTER

!Y

STABL

Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

8 PILLS
"

Ft

OUR FALL & WINTER GOODS are
now arriving; Mens, Women and Children s Sweaters Newest Styles. A New
line of Trousers and Neckties all the
latest novIities. Mens & Boys Harvard
A Swell lina of
Suits Latest Styles.
and Raincoats
Overcoats
Mens Keayon
just received.

1

FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.

MOODY'S

i it j."

124
-

-

me

DIAMOND?

mwwju

us--

IN DRY GOODS

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

.

'.

WE ARE THE LEADERS

KERR'S

n i niTil

FIRST

HERSCH

LEO

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

-.-

aWMaajHffl)af8irgaift

SHOP

124 E. SAN FRAN6ISC0 ST.

-

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

im

YNN1'S

SHOE

miration and regard of said board;
with the further official statement of
this board that in its Judgment Dr.
Hewett has set a new record in archaeological work, both as to the scientine and the material side. In our
Judgment, the work of Dr. Hewett
vai rank in scientific history withnat 0f Agassiz at Penikese in its application of modern common Bense to
scientific work; and that with longer
scope and wider activity it may go
beyond this first actual combination
of science and "business;" and that it
undoubtedly sets a new record In the
study of the work of men before us.

Q

SEUGriAINBROSCO.

j

NOTICE TO LONG DISTANCE
TELEPHONE PATRONS.
For the convenience of the patrons
of the local telephone, the Colorado
Telephone Company allows such pa
trons a credit of thirty days on long
distance business. We close our
books on the 25th day of each month;
therefore our month runs from the
25tlh to the 25th, upon which date the
long distance business is absolutely
due and payable. The company and
its agents will absolutely refuse credit
to any one who do not pay on or be
fore the 5th day of the succeeding
month. Many of these accounts are
quite small and the company does not
wish to earn its money twice. First
by rendering service, and then by calling more than once for the amount
so earned. We want your business
and to that end we are rendering serv
ice at the lowest possible price consistent with the maintenance of a first
class service.
A. D. GRAHAM,
District Manager

m,....,

JJEWEUt

1910.

Incorporated 1903

Established 1856.

Foster-Milbur-

-

MANUFACTURER

1,

REAPING BENEFIT.

j

Good?.

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

M

RATES RIGHT.
Boo Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSON

r

Send for the doctor when
there is sickness in the house?
Do vou

he is tne one who, through study and
training, is best fitted to treat the illness
THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

compound scientifically
s.
medicine your doctor
education,
fitted
through
And we are the best
,
and facility, to do his biddind.
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BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULTS

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

pe

H

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,
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WANTS
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FOR RENT Six room
brick cottage. Apply O. C. Watson &
Co.
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WORK STARTED ON
MIMBRES RIVER ROAD.

I

l.ij
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.

YONR AD in 100 magazines 3c a
word; list for stamp. Crescent Syndicate, St. Louis.
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished rooms for light housekeeping,
$12 per month, 238 Agua Fria St.
?

Furnished room, bath,
electric lights and steam heat. Address "400," care New Mexican.
FOR RENT
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MEN Learn Automobile Business.
Great demand for skilled help. We
teach by mail, send you Auto Model.
Get you f 25 weekly job. Make $10
Rochester
weekly while learning.
Auto School, 537 Rochester, N. Y.

TYPEWRITERS

V

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and
Typewriters sold, exchanged
sup-pile-

and rented. Standard makes handled.

I

All repair work and lypewriters guarSanta Fe Typewriter Exanteed.
change. Phone Black 231.

i

Notice for Publication.
(013806)
Coal Jemez Forest.
HON. JOHN
Small Holding Claim No. 3241.
of
the
Interior,
Department
United States Land Office.
CAPITAL CITY BANK
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 6, 1910.
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS.
folNotice is hereby given that the
lowing named claimant has filed no- John H.
Vaughn, Former Territorial
tice of Ibis intention to make final
Treasurer Will be Its
of
under
his
claim
in
support
proof
Manager.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
A

Onl

Off

Dt.l.

Or ( 1

iifrilljira.-..,,-

.

:

. .........

-- r

t..m

.

P

H. VAUGHN.
kins, he persuaded Mr. Vaughn to go
with him. Here the young man's aptitude for commercial
life found a
broader scope, and he in a short time
developed a knowledge of western Interests, on such subjects as mines,
lands, railroads and the like, in which
Senator Elklns was then engaged In
promoting that he and Mr. Elkins became fast friends. The senator was
then a large stockholder in the First
National bank of Santa Fe. The bank
about that time rpmiirprl the HPrvir-Pof a young man of Mr. Vaughn's grow- Ing business caliber, so Mr. Elkins of
fered him the position. It was accepted, and he landed In Santa Fe, September 30, 1880, and took up the duties
of assistant bookkeeper.
This city
has since been Mr. Vaughn's home.
He was promoted to chief accountant
in the bank, then made assistant cashier, and then to the very responsible
position of cashier of that solid and
successful institution, a position he recently relinquished. He has served as
treasurer of the city and school board,
and as treasurer of New Mexico. How
well he has managed the affairs of
this highly responsible trust Is a matter of public knowledge. Under his
prudent administration New Mexico's
financial interests were well administered, and the territory's credit and
general financial standing brought up

no nmnnAaA

At a meeting of the stockholders of
the Capital City bank yesterday,
James W. Norment, John H. Vaughn,
Venceslao Jaramillo, A. B. Renehan
and E. P. Davies were elected direct- Ors. Norment was elected nresident of.
board of directors, Vaughn,
dent and manager, and Clarence H.
Bowlds, cashier. Mr. Vaughn, who
was formerly territorial treaslurer,
and for many years cashier of the
First National bank, will enter upon
twenty years next preceding the sur- bis duties at once.
vey of the township, viz:
John Howard Vaughn, is a native of
Jose A. Archlbeque, Francis A. Lu- - New York, born at Port Chester, that
cero. Jose K. Montoya, j. J. saiazar,
state, on September 15, during the tur
all of Cuba, N. M.
bulent days or 1861.: His early youtn
to
who
desires
protest
Any person
.said
of
allowance
proof,
against the
down-eas- t
homes and some years
who knows of any substantial rea-jfln
P
thlocal "chocl there
son under the laws and regulations of
ul
""
the Tntarinr Tlenartment whv such' tt"u lu luc
a neighboring
military
Pn
will
be.8nce
allowed
not
should
be
proof
school, but he had not yet completed
given an opportunity at the
course when
e the ordinary commercial
time and place to
the witnesses of said claim- fortune called him at a very early age
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal to strike out for himself, and he was
of that submitted by claimant
scarcely 16 years of age when he went
to work in the Wall street office of a
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. tea brokers' firm. Here he displayed so to the highest standard.
Mr. Vaughn comes of sturdy old
keen an Instinct for business as to
Notice for Fijsi!cat!cn.
arouse the admiration of A. Ebert, Pennsylvania stock. His parents were
(06951)
a warm personal friend of George natives of the Scranton district, and
Pecos. Forest Not Coal Land. ... Choswell, the head of the firm, and their ancestors had resided in that loDepartment of the Interior,
when In the course ot a year or so Mr. cality for a century before them. He
U. S. Land Office.
Ebert was called to service in the Is a man of superior judgment and
1910.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 10,
Broadway office of Hon. Stephen B. El- strong convictions.
o
Notice Is hereby given that
Villes, of Cowles, N. M., who, on
Sept. 6, 1905, made homestead entry STATE FURTHERS IRRIGATION
gation Is done from artesian wells.
(serial 06951), No. 8504, for E 2 SW
PROJECTS IN TEXAS. These wells range in depth from 800
NW
SE
and Lot 3, Section
j to 1600
feet and flow from a million
1, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
to three or four million gallons a day.
Artesian
Antonio
District
In
San
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inThe largest of these wells is in the
Wells Furnish Much of the
tention to make final five year proof,
city of San Antonio, which flows six
Water.
to
claim
above
the land
to establish
million gallons a day.
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M.. on the 10th
y
The work done by the United States
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 1. Irrigadescribed, before Register and
of November, 1910.
tion development In the San Antonio government in developing Irrigation
Claimant names as witneses:
country has shown unprecedented in this section has met with such sigRamon Qulntana, Henry Mente, Pa-- growth in the past two years. Accord- - nal success that irrigation experts de- all ing to the estimates made by V. S. Ir-- clare that the San Antonio country has
bio Gonzales, Casimiro Galegos,
of Cowles, N. M.
rigation Engineer William L. Rockwe, the largest irrigated area In the Unlt-whMANUEL R. OTERO.
has for the past two years been ed States. Plans are now being
Register.
in this district, there are cussed for a treaty with Mexico that
'now 82,700 acres under Irrigation In ' will allow the building of weir dams
Good results always follow the use
tMs Bection and 48 70() acre8 available at certain places along the Rio Grande
of Foley Kidney Pills. They contain
lrrlgatl0n thatt will be brought river, which will make enormous res' ervolrs ot water and double the irr1'
ear
atd
ole
the i
kidney!
A large part of the area of the San gation area in that section Engineer
bladder", an?
cure
Rockwell estimates that 30,000 acres
backache.
Sold by The Capital Phar-- Antonio country is underlaid with
tesian water and the bulk of the irrl- are now Irrigated along the Rio
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct Comr., at Cuba, N. M on Oc
tober 27, 1910, viz: Jose Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn, of Cuba, N. M.,
for the tract 1, Sec. 20, and tract 2,
Secs. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for

j

vice-pres- i-

j

j

I

,,,.

above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

Teo-dor-

1--

1--

Will Be Sixteen Feet Wide, Bedded
With Clay and Will Be as Good
as a Turnpike.
Deniing, N. M., Oc t. l. Actual con-- '
struction work has begun on the road
ifuding out of Deniing nonh across
the bands of the Mimbres river. The
road will be sixteen feet wide, bedded up with clay and caped
with
calichi, which will make a tiard road
as good as a regular turnpike.
This
st retch of road will connect with the
hard road at Wilson's ranch making a
continuous hard road to Silver Citj
and to the upper
Mimbres
valley.
When it is completed,
automobiles
can make the run to Silver City in
two hours, and farmers from the upper Mimbres can haul big loads into
Deuiing with a two horse team. Heretofore, it has been practically
to giit lnt,o Deniing- Ifrom
tile north with a loaded wagon.
Somervell Bros., bought this morning forty acres of land adjoining the
Sciiw'ing place from the Monierjjlot
Co., and will begin immediately to develop the tract. They will install a
pumping plant sufficient to irrigate
the forty acres, and have everything
iu readiness by the time the planting
season begins.
Messrs. Hayman and Ketchem, of
Bui bank, California, are prospecting
in the Mimbres valley. These gentlemen are farmers with wide experience
in irrigation. They come from a section where water costs $17.50 per
acre per season, and they say the irrigation proposition here in the valley
is the best thing they have run across
in their extensive prospecting tour.
J. W. Winters, of Chulavista, Cal.,
after looking over the Mimbres valley for the last week, has decided to
locate here. For the present, he has
rented (orty acres belonging
tb
Thomas G. Aitken three miles southeast of town. He expresses his intention of buying a tract later end
installing a pumping plant on the
same.
Dr. S. D. Swope leaves for a trip
to his old home in Kentucky.
a
Fred Jack has returned from
month's' stay on the Pacific coast
W. E. Holt, editor of the Graphic,
Is attending the National Irrigation
Congress at Pueblo, being one of the
delegates from the Deming chamber
of commerce.
L. Hardwick lias returned
from
Louisiana with his family and household goods. Mr. Hardwick will let a
contract for building a bungalow on
his land a couple of miles west of
town.
CAPT.

BOGARDUS AGAIN
HITS
THE BULL'S EYE.
This world famous rifle shot who
holds the championship
rejpord of
100 pigeons in 100 consecutive shots
is living at Lincoln, 111. Recently ina
terviewed, he says: "I suffered
long time with kidney and bladder
trouble and used several well known
kidney medicines, all of which gave
me no relief until I started taking Fcr
ley Kidney Pills. Before I used Foley's Kidney Pills I had severe back
aches and pains in my kidneys with
suppression and cloudy voiding. On
arising in the morning I would get
dull headaches.
Now I have taken
three bottles of Foley's Kidney Pills
and feel 100 per cent better. I am
never bothered with my kidneys or
bladder and again feel like my own
self." Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
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Grande and that with the proper development 200,000 acres will speedily come into irrigation. .
A movement is on foot, championed
(by Chester H. Terrell, representative
of the San Antonio district, to secure
an appropriation from the state for
the further development of irrigation
;in Texas. The water companies in
this state being in control of the farmers themselves there has been none of
the friction between the water com- panies and the farmers that has grown
up in other states, and it is not pos-sible for any monopoly to be In con--j
trol of the water supply in this sec-- .
tion since It is so widely distributed,
and furthermore, is safeguarded by
laws. The government irrigation census of this section, now in preparation, is believed will show a large increase over the figures mentioned
which were compiled last spring.
I
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Studies resumed September 5 h.
BROTHER EDWARD President

FOR MORE THAN THREE DECADES
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a
household favorite for coughs, colds
and ailments of the thToat, chest and
lungs. Contains no opiates. Sold by
!The Capital Pharmacy.

RIDE IN THE MOON

DEDICATION OF MEMORIAL
TABLET ON MONDAY.
Exercises at the Mary James Memor- (al School to Which Friends
Are Invited.
'

On Monday afternoon at four o'clock
Mary James Presbyterian Mission school a memorial tablet to Mrs.
Mary James, founder of the school
will be unveiled and dedicated.
Dr.
John R. Gass, recently elected president of the new Presbyterian College at Las Vegas Hot Springs, Judge
John R, McFie and others will take
part in the program. Friends of the
school are invited to attend, by the
superintendent, Mr. Tyler.

at the

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

"Palace Ave.
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If yon want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

A WEAK WOMAN
New Mexico Military Institute

AND HER STORY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

In Floral, Ark., Lives a Lady Who
Feels That Her Strength Was
Restored by Cardui.

I"--

THE FORUM.

Free-Trader-

work-ingme- n

says J. Ellis Barker, English tariff expert, who Is In New York on his first
visit, to study economics.
"The condition of the American
working man is far above that of his
British brother," says - Mr. Barker.
"Owing to unemployment and extrme-l-y
low wages, British workers live
from hand to mouth American working men have almost $4,000,000,000 in
saving banks, while British workers
New York
have only $1,000,000,000.
state has more money in savings
banks than the whole of the United
Kingdom, while per head of population there Is in the savings' banks of
Great Britain only $25, as compared
with $200 in New York.
"The average wage for full employment in the cotton trade in England
is $4.50 a week; in the woolen trade,
$3.50; in the clothing trade It is about
the same, while in the linen trade it is
less than $3. Agricultural laborers
receive from $2 to 4.50 a week. Free
trade England has the proud distinction of being the largest importer of
the world, and curiously enough, the
greater part comes from the three
great protection countries the United States, Germany and France. The
rag pickers of the universe rake over
heaps for rags to sell to free trade

Constipation
"For over nine years I suffered with chronic
constipation and daring this time I had to take
an injection of warm water once every 34 hours
before I could have an action on my bowels.
Happily I tried Cascarets, and today I am a welt
man. During the nine years before I used
Csscarets I suffered untold misery with Internal
piles. Thanks to you, I am free from all that
this morning. Yon can use this in behalf of
B. P. Fisher, Roanoke, IU.
Suffering humanity.
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Slcken.Weaken or Grip.
Mc.JSc.50e.
Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped CCC. Guaranteed to
930
cure or your money back.
,
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men (or college or for business life. Great
of open air work. Healthiest loe&tlon
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West bl an e'evatlon of 1,700
feet above sea level, sunshine evert day, but
line ralu or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradueastern colleges. Ten
ates from siardard
bulidlngs, thoroughly furnished, beated. light
ed and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlltoa, Vice Prexldfct,:; J, Phelps White.
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
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Ftclay
For particulars

mi

Illustrated

r.tiaioprt

address
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

Chitft-noog-

Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn., lor Special
book, 'Home Treatment
Instructions, and
lot Women, seat in plain wrapper, on teeniest, a

Britain to be manufactured into cheap
clothes."
ASTOUNDING DIVORCE RECORD
OF CITY OF ANGELS.
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 1. Figures
startling and interesting are contained in a compilation of the marriage
and divorce records of Los Angeles
for the last year which were made
public today. From October 1, 1909,
1,060 divorces were granted and of
these 645 decrees were handed down
within the last six months. This is
a rate of one divorce to less than five
marriages.
During tne month of Sep
tember alone 202 legal separations
were granted by the courts of this
county.
Notice for Publication.
(013807)

Coal Jemez Forest,
Small Holding Claim No. 324L
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intenilon to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3,
(26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc
tober 27, 1910, viz: Noberto Garcia,
transferee of Alonzo Dunn, of Cuba, N.
M., for the claim 3241, being tracts 1,
2 and 3. in Sec. 20, T. 21 N.,
R.1W,
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding tlhe survey of
the township, viz:
Jose A. Archlbeque, Francisco A.
Lucero, Jose R. Montoya, J. J. Sala-zaall of Cuba, N, M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows
of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of tbat submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

mi

r,

cross-examin-

FREE TRADE.
Mr. Editor:
The following is commended to the
careful consideration of our DemI have lived
ocratic
(I should say existed) through two
free trade era's and I assure you that
I am not anxious to try another experiment of that kind. Just think of
It: Skilled operatives in factories received from $3.00 to $4.50 per week,
and agricultural laborers from $2.00
to $4.50. How would American
like such starvation wages?
They had better think it over with
their wives, for It looks as if we were
Trade House.
going to a Dem-Fre- e
A. L. MORRISON.
New York, Sept. 27. Free trade has
made Great Britan the world's ragbag,

.-

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

amount

Floral, Ark. "I must speak a pood
word for Cardui," writes Airs. Viola
Baker, of this place.
"About a month ago I was in very bad
health. I was so weak and nervous that
1 was not able to do
my housework.
"My husband bought me one bottle of
Cardui, the woman's tonic. 1 took it according to directions and now 1 am in
good health.
"I think Cardui is a Fine tonic for weak
women."
And you are not the only lady who
thinks so, Mrs. Baker.
Thousands, like you, have written to
tell of the wonderful benefit Cardui has
been to them.
Cardui contains no minerals, or other
powerful drugs. It contains no glycerin
or other mawkish-tastin- g
ingredients.
It is just a pure, natural extract, o!
natural vegetable herbs, that have been
found to regulate the womanly functions
and strengthen the female system.
All druggists sell Cardui.
See yours about it.
a
N. R Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.

above-mentione- d
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Register.
Notice for Publication.
013788. Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1298.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 7, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant hag filed noto make final
tice of his intention
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
bo rade before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr. at Cuba, N. M., on October 29, 1910, viz: Francisco Atenclo,
of Cuba, N. M., for Claim in Sec. 34, T.
21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Vinton Casadas,
Felipe Atenclo,
Reyes Ledesma, J. J. Salazar, all ot
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department wny such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
at the
opportunity
the
time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
above-mentione-d

cross-examin- e

RELIABLE MEDICINE NOT A
NARCOTIC.
Get the genuine Foley's Honey and
Tar in the yellow packages.
It is
safe and effective. Contains no opiates. Refuse substitutes. Sold by The
Capital Pharmacy.
A

Notice for Publication.
(013773)
Coal Jemez Forest,
Small Holding Claim No. 4309.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct, Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28, 1910, viz: Manuel Sanchez,
of Cuba, N. M., transferee ot Traa- -

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passenger!
to make special connections witL any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at
for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance. Rate tot
Baggage allowance of 60 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four of
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

Carrying the U. S. mail and pas
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads
and the Atchison,
To peV a & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
In Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.

Tor-rane- e

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

slto Martinez, for tlhe claim 4309 In
Sec. 7, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, Ellas Sanchez, E. A.
Miera, Apolonlo Martinez, all of Cuba,

tice of bis Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470). and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24, 1910, viz: Jose R. MonN. M.
toya, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim
Any person who desires to protest 4352, in Sees. 28 and 29, T. 21 N.,
against the allowance of said proof, R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
or who knows of any substantial rea-rounder the laws and regulations of to prove his actual continuous adthe Interior Department why such verse possession of said tract for
proof .should not be allowed will be twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
given an opportunity at the
J. J. Salazar, Dionicio McCoy, Tran- e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claim- quilino Romero, Ciriaco C. de Baca, all
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of Cuba. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
against the allowance of said proof,
Register. or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulation
of the Interior Department why such
Notlce for Publication.
proof should not be allowed will be
(013832)
given an opportunity at tlhe
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
time and place to
Small Holding Claim No. 4305.
the witnesses of said claimDepartment ot the Interior,
ant and to offer evidence In rebuttal
United States Land Office.
of that submitted by claimant.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5. 1910.
MANUEL R. OTEKCr
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
Register.
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
Notice for Publication.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
(013844)
1891
3,
(26 Stats., 854), as amended
Coal Land Jemez Forest
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Small Holding Claim No. 4375.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will Department of the Interior,
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
United States Land Office.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M, on Oc
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
tober 24, 1910, viz: Antonio Salazar, of
Notice is hereby given that the folCuba, N. M., for the claim in Sec. 14 lowing named claimant has filed noT. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
tice of his Intention to make final
He names the following witnesses proof In support of his claim under
to prove his actual continuous ad sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
verse possession
of said tract for 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
twenty years next preceding the sur by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
vey of the township, viz:
Stats., 470) and that said proof will
Jose Jeronlmo Airagon, Mauriclo be made before Juan C. Sandoval,
U.
Sandhez, Doiiaclano Lucero, all of S. Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on OcA.
N.
M., and Juan
Cuba,
Parraz, of tober 24, 1910, viz: Juan Montoya 1
Senorito, N. M.
Montoya, of Cuba, N. M., for the
Any person who desires to protest claim 4375 in Sees. 15 and 16, T. 21
against the allowance of said proof. N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
or who knows of any substantial rea
He names the following witnesses
son under the laws and regulations to prove his actual continuous ad
of the Interior Department why such verse possession of said tract for
proof should not be allowed will be twenty years next preceding the surgiven an opportunity at the
vey of the township, viz:
time and place to cross- M. Reyes Lucero, Jose Andrea
examine the witnesses of said claimMarcelino Salazar.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal Aragon, all of Cuba, N. M.
of that submitted by claimant
Any person who desires to protest
MANUEL H. OTERO,
against the allowance of said proof, or
Register. who knows Of anv RiihBtnntlnl
son under the laws and regulations
Notice for Publication.
01 me interior
Department why such
(013821)
proof should not be allowed will be
Coal Jemez Forest
given an opportunity at the
Small Holding Claim No. 3260.
time and piace to
tlhe wltneaies of said claimDepartment of the Interior.
United States Land Office.
ant, and to offei' evidence In
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 5, 1910.
of that submitted by claimant
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
MANUEL R. OTERO.
lowing named claimant has filed noRegister.
tice of his intention to make final
his
in
of
claim
under
proof
Notice for Publication.
support
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
(013783.)
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Coal Land Jemez Forest
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.
Small Holding Claim No. 1288.
470), and that said proof will be made Department of the Interior,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
United States Land Office,
Comr., Cuba, N. M., on October 26,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
1910, viz: Jose Francisco Aragon, ot
Notice Is hereby given that the folloCuba, N. M., for the claim 3260, In wing-named
claimant hag filed nosees. 19 and 20, T. 21 N., R. 1 W, N.
tice ot his Intention to make final
M. P. M.
in support ot his claim under
He names the following witnesses proof
16 and 17 of the act ot March
to prove his actual continuous adverse sections
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
possession ot said tract for twenty the act of
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
years next preceding the survey of
470), and that said proof will be made
tne township, viz:
M. Reyes Lucero, J. 3. Salazar, Apo- before Juan C. SandovaL U. S. Ct
lonlo Martinez, Pulador Martinez, all Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24,
1910, viz: Francisco Aragon, of Cuba,
of Cuba, N. M.
N M, for the claim 1288, in Sees. 19
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, and 20, T. 21 N, R. 1 W, N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of to prove his actual continuous adverse
the Interior Department why such possession of said tract for twenty
proof should not be allowed will be years next preceding the survey or
given an opportunity at the above- - the township, viz:
J. J .Salazar, Jose Ramon Montoya,
mentioned time and place to cross-e- x
amine the witnesses of said claimant Marcellno Salazar, Ciriaco C. de Baca,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who deslms to' protest
that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
against the allowance of said proof,
Register. or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
Notice for Publication.
proof should not be allowed will be
(013841)
d
given an opportunity at the
Coal Land Jemez Forest
time and place to
Small Holding Claim No. 4352.
the witnesses of said claimant
Department of the Interior,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
United States Land Office.
that submitted by claimant Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Besrister.
lowing named claimant has filed no
n
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CIVIL SERVICE IN POSTOFFICES.
The placing of assistant postmasters in the civil service is but another
step toward taking the postolflce department out. of politics. If Postmaster General Hitchcock would Jwive had
his way about it, third and second
class postmasters would be also tintier civil service rules. In effect, he
has adapted a policy of recommend- ing for reappointment all postmasters
e
who have given good service.
work is of a nature that requires
experience for good and efficient service. With every change of postmaster
there comes a period in the postofBce
of unsettled conditions that results in
inferior service for the time being
unii! the new man is trained in the
peculiar tasks that fall to his lot.
Postofiice work is too technical to be
subject to the spoils system. If politicians must have rewards it were
better for the public service to pay
the salary to the man entitled to the
postofiice job politically but to let
some experienced
manage
employe
the postofiice until the new post- master has served a year's apprentice1
K
ship.

6ANTA FE jNEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS,
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
Treasurer
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
as Secor.J

Entered
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Sir.ta Fe Posoffico.

Matter

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per yean by mail

Daily, six months by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per Quarter

-

$3.50
2.00
1.00
50

Post-oflie-

OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.

I. is sent to
the oldest newspaper
The New Mexican
and
a
crculatlM
has
and
in
the
large
growing
Territory,
every postolflce
omnng the intelligent aid progressive people of the Southwest.
in New Mexico.

Is
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RAILROADS NEED HIGHER
RATES.
Despite its apparent prosperity, the
earnings of the Santa Fe system have
been always inadequate according to
die voluminous testimony
recenuy
given by President E. P. Ripley be- fore the interstate commerce commission at Chicago.
That is why railroads need to charge higher rates,
why so many calls for improvement
The American Prison Association
in service and equipment go unsatis-fled, why cities like Santa Fe itself, wants to do away with all the usual
are not given the traffic advantages
they should have. This is what the and in
prisons. It is right in decrying
president of the great railroad systortures and denouncing
tem, one of the most magnificent in medieval
the world, said under oath upon a di health and spirit breaking modes of
rect question:
but it sometimes seems
"It is somewhat embarrassing to punishment,
if
as
and leniency are
sentimentality
say that the Santa Fe never has
earned enough to maintain its credit. carried too far in dealing with those
because its credit, as railroad credits who prey. Life is taken too lightly,
go, is very good; but the majority of mnrAen and
injurles lnflicted Dy
inr uunus v uuve suit! in uie pusi criminals are not
punished in many
have been sold at less than nar.
While some have been sold at par. cases or the culprit escapes with a
altogether our receipts from the sales year or two of confinement in a prison
of bonds are about $8,000,000 to date
which modern idealists are trying to
li ss than tlheir face value, represent
ing the discount that we are obliged make more Pleasant than the sojourn
to accept. As to our having had in the average home. Humanity is not
money enough, I suppose our experi- - yet ripe for the application of the
euce is the same as that of most oth- crime ls mere'y
er railroads, and that is that there
has never been a time when we did a disease and should be crushed in
not have before us pressing demands hospitals instead of beng punished
for two or three or four times as within grim prison walls,
"
much money as was available. We
A seventeen year old school girl
make an annual budget every ypar,
our subordinate officers state their was drugged this week by a man much
requirements, and state what in older than herself on her way home
their judgment it is necessary or de- - from school in the most populous part
sirable to expend on the property, and of Denver. He took her into an ice
never yet have we been able to ap- - cream parlor, treated her to ice cream
propnate as much as was asked for, and an hour afterward she was pick-am- i
very seldom have we been able ed up lmc0nscious on the pavement.
aiMMupiianj nuu wnai was aSKCd This is nnlv n innirWnl Ttpwa item
for."
that came to the surface from the
It is illumining passages like that
inwhich are crowded into the twelve maelstrom of depravity that has
dozen pages of the printed transcript vaded the smallest hamlets in the
of the testimony printed in pamphlet most out of the way corners of Chrisform under the title of "Why railroads tendom. It scarcely gives an inkling
happenings even
need higher rates." It also demon- of unmentionable
strates indirectly why restrictive leg- right here in Santa Fe. It certainly
islation, why rate making by commis- behooves parents to know where their
sions and legislatures, why harassinar sons and daughters spend their time
of railroads by increased taxation and novv tney sPend il not 01llv after
WHY THIS HURRY?
and impositions of new burdens, make aark Dut even 1,1 Drai daylight and
To the casual observer, it may look the situation more unbearable for on tneir way to and from school.
'
strange that President Ripley, one of them and is bringing close the day of!
the busiest men in America should panics, receiverships and ultimate
The caucus of the Republicans
leave his desk in Chicago for a pleasownership, a climax from morrow should lay the foundations
ure trip to picturesque Taos at this which every patriotic citizen
prays for concerted action for the people's
time of the year. Instead of taking that Providence may save this nation
good. The wishes of the majority
the most direct route, he left his pala- for at least another fifty years.
should prevail and there should be a
overland
drove
tial car at Trinidad,
working organization whose duty it is
to Raton, there boarded a train of
The fact that Missouri has increas-'tprevent confusion and scattering
the St. Louis. Rocky Mountain and ed only six per cent in
population of effort. The Republican party is
Pacific Railway to Ute Park, there and that Iowa has not
show even that responsible for the drafting of the
which much of a
took
another
conveyance
is a warning to Okla- - constitution and within the Republi-homgain,
landand
him
over
Taos pass
hauled
that it may also have reached can party it is customary that the ma-it- s
ed him at Taos. He no doubt feasted
limit for the present. From all jority rules. The New Mexican
his eyes upon the qmiintiiss of the
the middle west has ex- - lieves that whatever differences may
nutjblo and the grandeur of its scen- hausted
for the time being in exist should be fought out within the
itself
not
to
wait
he
the
time
had
ery but
the
marvelous
of its big cities, party lines, for the public good can
growth
r
of
twenty-fouhours for the feast
San Geronimo, the day of all days, The soil has been robbed of its fer- - best be served by harmony and good
r
the most lurid, maddest, gayest, most tility, the hillsides of their forests and will among the members of the
in
increase
must
on
population
American
the
festival
party,
trolling
picturesque
continent.
He had to hurry back to necessarily be slow. In this lies a les- Santa Fe, where he remained just ten son to New Mexico to conserve its re- - For once Santa Fe demonstates
minutes before he caught his private sources, to make the most efficient use that it is in the lead. Its board of edu-o- f
its waters, its mines, its ranges, cation has provided for systematic
car to be whirled back to Chicago.
He took part of those ten minutes in Squander the streams by permitting j medical inspection
of the public
the soil; plunder schools, for the examination physicSanta Fe to inform a newspaperman them to water-lothat the Santa Fe has no thought of the soil of its fertility by unscientific ally of the children as they entes
buying the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain culture; rob the bowels of the earth school and keeping track of them
and Pacific railroad although he could by careless mining and scorch the through competent physicians while
not tell what the wishes of the latter ranges by overgrazing, and there will they attend school. Santa Fe is awakmight be. He undoubtedly meant it, not be much left to attract more peo- ening in more than one direction and
but there still lurks the suspicion in ple and more capital to the Sunshine i' its business men and property ownthe minds of the unsophisticated that state. The New Mexico Conservation ers woutu now get together into one
even railroad presidents sometimes Commission can make itself
very use- aggressive business organization, or- take pleasure trips that incidentally ful under the new state government.
ganizel "for strictly business," and
involve business.
No one would ex
not to dance play politics, poker or
pect President Ripley to reveal to
At one time of much weight, the great results might be hoped for In
a mere reporter what kind of a rail
and declarations of many of the near future.
road coup the Santa Fe may have opinions
the
congresses, are now taken
up its sleeve at this time. May be
Not only Chelsea, Mass., but also
it isn't planning anything at all ex only at their worth es partisan declacept retrenchment and how further to rations. Therefore, the endorsement Galveston, Texas, lost in population
cut down its advertising bills in New of Nationalism by the Irrigation Con- the past ten years, and many cities
Mexico newspapers.
President Rip- gress and its opposite, State's Rights, show that they failed to retain within
ley did not buy a cottage In the by the Mining Congress, are without their boundaries their own natural in
Artist colony at Taos, and the ques significance except to voice the opin crease, the growth being less than ex
tion remains unanswered:
Why inj ions of one faction or other that tem- cess of the births over the deaths. The
such a hurry when Uhree days of porarily gained control of the meet- United States is nearing the point,
pleasure in Santa Fe, which was ings. These congresses are so loosely when increase in population will not
just wild to entertain the president constituted, are but slightly represen be so general and uniform as it has
of the road named after the city, tative, that their main value lies in been in the past decade, and when the
would have enabled him to witness the exchange of opinions that takes demand for employment will build up
the convening of an epochmaking place during their sessions. They also one city at the expense of another.
constitutional convention, which ac- offer an excuse for orators to air their
Citizen- - views and
cording to the Democratic
The University of Texas has two
get them into the papers
iniHine is to De dominated entirely where they will be read by the people thousand students. 'Ijhe University
hv iha marl nf yvhrh AT r Rinloir lu
and perhaps discussed editorially. It of New Mexico does not have two
the able executive head.
is true, that this is an important func- hundred. That is a considerable gulf
new
tion, but it does not raise the con- that time will bridge, but the
According to the Tucson Citizen,
of the state government should be exceed
the
above
significance
gresses
each Democratic candidate for the
or debating ingly liberal In building up a state
in Pima average political meeting
constitutional convention
University at Albuquerque that will
county spent more individually than society.
leave no excuse for New Mexico parall the Republican candidates and the
ents sending their sons and daughters
On Monday a new chapter in the
central committee together. As the
to the state universities of Colorado:
be
will
New
Mexico
of
begun.
Republicans spent $1,400 that elec- history
Michigan or California.
men
one
hundred
be
will
created
by
tion must have cost the Democrats a It
nice penny. It may be added that selected for that purpose by the vot
It was the notorious "Fingy" Con
Pima county elected the Republican ers of the Territory. It is to be hoped nors who delivered the Democratic
candidates despite the liberal sowing that the chapter will be well writ delegates of Erie county, New York,
of the coin of the realm by the Dem- ten and will be regarded by posterity to Boss Murphy of Tammany at the
as a most creditable one.
ocratic candidates.
And it
Democratic state convention.
Is from that kind of an organization
Before the Democratic
convention
Whatever may be said of Game and that kind of a party that some
of New York convened, Boss Murphy, Warden Thomas P. Gable, he has seen people, even in New Mexico, expect
of Tammany, announced that he had to it that the nimrods have plenty of reform.
elected John A. Dix to be the candi- quail to shoot and the Izaac Waltons
A trip into the forests and hills at
date for governor. All the rest was plenty of trout to catch. And what
this time of the year is glorious but
mere formality according to Demo- else is a game warden good for?.
there will be very few trips from here
cratic procedure and precedent Talk
Old Missouri added six per cent to during the next two months while the
bosslsm and
boat itand-pattethere it nothing to beatj lt population the last decade. New big dolngi beep up In the Ancient
Mexico added 68 per cent.
Cfly.
a Democratic Bourbon!
or
Tammany
ARE PROREPUBLICANS
GRESSIVE.
The Republican majority of the constitutional convention will not oppose
propositions because they are new or
because they are progressive. The
Republican majority is in a receptive
mood. It is not only willing but it is
eager to approve good suggestions
that will square themselves with the
spirit of the republic, a representa-- ,
tive form of government, the Enabling
Act and the Constitution of the United States. There is nothing too good
for the people of New Mexico and
nothing too new if it is practical and
wise. The standpatter element will
be entirely lacking in the convention,
except it be to stand pat on the demand for a representative, republican
form of government, and keeping the
constitution from becoming a statute
book. The constitution will be considered as a framework for the government of the new state, broad and liberal, with sufficient elasticity to permit the people and legislatures of the
future to enact laws to meet every
condition and emergency that may
arise. If there is any disposition to
work into the constitution any selfish
clause, any proposition that may be
used to deprive the people of their
fundamental rights and liberties, the
press, the people and the party will
protest with such vigor that those
who would father or support such
proposition will be sorry that they
ever broached it. Everything will be
or must be above deck and board, and
if any delegate or any set of delegates
have an idea that they can do the
work of the convention among just
a few behind locked doors, or that
they can sneak into the constitution
anything that will not bear the most
searching scrutiny, they had better
disabuse themselves of the idea, for
the New Mexico of today is fully
awake to the importance of drafting
and adopting a constitution that will
compare favorably not only with the
constitutions drafted by the Territory
in the past but with the constitution
of any state in the Union.
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try Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
tim6 and place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, and to of- fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub-- ;
mitted by claimant.

R.

J.

PALED.

(013730.)

Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4372.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M on October 25,
1910, viz: Mauricio Sanchez, of Cuba,
N. M for the claim 4372 in Sec. 7,
T. 29 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
N., R. 2 W.. N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
Sam Wiggins, Elias Sanchez, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
oi who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27,
1910, viz: Marcelino Salazar, of Cuba,
N. M., for the claim 1922 In Sec. 21, T.
21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Tranquilino Romero, Dionicio McCoy, Ciriaco C. de Baca, Reyes Ledes-ma- ,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
3, 1891 (26

opportunity at tho
e
the
time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.

i

MANUEL R. OTERO,

irs i

sat? a

rh Oldest
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(013768.)

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 5374.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant haa filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Stats., 854). as amended by

the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 29,
1910, viz: Ambrocio Segura, of Senori-to- ,
N. M., for the claim 5374 in SE.
NW. 4
SW. 4 NE
NW.
SW. 4 of Sec. 22, T.
NE.
SE
20 N R. 1 W N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
tc prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Noberto Garcia, Cuba, N. M.; Flavio
de La O, Dionicio Lucero, Jose de
Jesus Archibeque. all of Senorlto, N.
1--

4

4

1--

1--

M.

mm,

n

Assistant

tastier.

J
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UttZik

Banking Institution in

Moxlom.

Established in 1370

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits,

6, 1910.

$150,000
80.000

""Vansacts
Loans money
personal and
stocks In all

general Da;ixin business in all Its branches.
on the mist favorable terms on all kinds of
Homestead entries C467 and No.
cnffaterai security. Buys and sells bonds and
013711 for SE
NW
NE
NEj j
SW
S
NE
NE i
NE
markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
N
NE
SE
Sec. 19, and
and
domestic
and
transfer
exchange
niks
telegraphic
Wl-W
N
NE
and NW
of money to ali parts of the civilized weild on a. liberal terms
NW
of section 20, township 21 N,
range 3 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has i as are given by any money transtniting agency public or
filed notice of intention to make final r
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
five year proof, to establish claim to
5 per cent
the land above described, before
pr annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments
livestock an2 products.
Lucero, probate clerk at Tierra
Amarllla, N. M., on the 25th day of
The ba;ik executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line,
October, 1910.
and airM to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects.
Claimant names as witnesses:
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound
,
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de
Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio Trulillo,
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
all of Coyote, N. M.
Public li respecfylly solicited.
,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
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Her-rera-

Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013792.)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1305.

W N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Antonio Salazar, Benlgno Chavez,
Fells Montano, Don?ciano Lucero .all
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

THE
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Santa Fe, New Mexico
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
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Every room steam h?at.(d.

Completely

above-mentione-d

Fireprorf

cross-examin-
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European plan.

above-mentione-d

Notice for Publication.

1910.

Cashier.
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Notice is hereby given that Juan M.
Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who, on
July 27, '08, and June 30, 1910, made

J C. DIGNE0,

Notice for Publication.

cross-examin-

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

m
i

1,

OF SAFITA FE.

Notice for Publication.
Republication.
Not Coal Jemez Forest.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office Santa Fe, N. M.

September

bUl,

FRANK

Register.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. Ml, Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed noNotice for Publication.
tice of his intention to make final
(013802.)
proof in support of his claim under
Coal Jeinez Forest.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
1922.
No.
Small Holding Claim
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Department of the Interior,
the act of February 21, 1S93 (27 Stats.,
United States Land office,
470), and that said proof will be made
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the follo- before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ. S. Ct.
wing-named
claimant has filed no- Comr., nt Cuba. N M., on October 25,
tice of his intention to make final 1910, viz: Jose Jeronimo Aragon, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1305 in
proof in support of his claim under
Sees. 11, 12, 13 and 14, T. 21 N., R. 1
act
March
17
of
sections 16 and
of the

J, 1891 (26

J. B.

President.

L, A, fiDGHES,

cross-examin- e

Notice for Publication.

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

above-mention-

o

;

ii.

(013790.)

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1302.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 7, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 29,
1910, viz: Abelina Aragon de Lucero,
widow of Jose Nasario Lucero, for the
claim 1302 in Sees. 20 and 21, T. 21 N.,
R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar. Dionicio McCoy, E. A.
Mlera, Tranquilino Romero, all of
Cuba. N. M.
Anv nerson who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed win De
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
above-mentione-d

cross-examin- e

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Notice for Publication.
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
(013815.)
Coal Jemez Forest.
opportunity at the
the
time and place to
Small Holding Claim No. 3250.
witnesses of said claimant, and to of- Department of the Interior,
fer evidence in rebuttal of that subUnited States Land Office,
mitted by claimant.
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
Register.
tice of his intention to make nnai
Notice for Publication.
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
(013810.)
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3244.
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
Department of the Interior,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
United States Land Office,
.Santa Fe, N. M., Sept, 5. 1910.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27,
1910. viz:
Notice is hereby given that the
Pulidor Martinez, trans
claimant has filed no- feree of Manuel Garcia de Garcia, for
tice of his Intention to make final the claim 3250, in Sees. 20 and 21, T.
proof in support of his claim under 21 N.. R. 1 W.. N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by to prove his actual continuous adverse
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., possession of said tract for twenty
470), and tht said proof will be made years next preceding the survey of the
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct township, viz:
Dionicio McCoy. J. J. Salazar. Tran
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22,
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above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

d

1910, viz: Victor Casados, of Cuba, N. qullino Romero, Manuel Garcia, all of
M., for the claim 3244 In SecB. 26 and Cuba. N. M.
27. T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Any person who desires to protest

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Ponclano Casados, Guadalupe Aragon, Chistobal de Herrera, Hilario Lucero all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial Teasou
under the laws and regulations of the

i
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aealnst the allowance of said proof, or Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
who knows of any substantial reason
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof . MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
should not be allowed will be given an
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico
onDortunltv
at the
the
time and place to
and all Foreign Countries.
witnesses of said claimant, ana to oiBY
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub
claimant
mitted by
MANUEL R. OTERO,
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above-mention-

cross-examin- e
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northern Chaves county, one of the j
Democratic delegates to the constitu-mm rmimth
Vktm f ft
tional convention, is a guest at the
Palace.
J. V. Chflders, mayor of Texlco,
Curry county, and a Democratic dele-gat-e
The readers of the New Mexto the constitutional convention,
ican are invited to contribute
has arrived and is registered at the
to this column, but are requestPalace.
ed to have their announceHon. and Mrs. E. F. Oallegos of
ments in the office of the New
Clavton, are here to attend the open
Mexican by Friday noon of
ing of the convention Monday, Mr.
each
Address
'"The
week.
(Jallegos being a delegate from t'nion
Social Calendar,
Santa Fe
county.
New Mexican."
H. B. llening, secretary of the
Bureau of Immigration, will
Saturday, October 1: Lecture
Stop and figure out
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A CAR LOAD
the Court House, 8 u. in. by Dr. Lewis, arrive tomorrow to witness the open-- :
convention
constitutional
of
the
B. Paton.
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how
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informal,
Reception,
money you
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Monday, October 3: Convening of for which Colonel E. C. Aliliutt left
THAT WE
A
HEATER, REMEMBER
the Constitutional Convention,
at last evening.
the heating power of
Hon. Y. H. Gillenwater, chairman
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your coal. The rejult
let at Mary .James Mission School, 41,' the Republican Central committee
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all
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8:30 p. m.
'spntutives, and delegate to the
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was
AD
convention,
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Woman's
October
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constructed upon en
Board of Trade will give the October this noon's arrivals.
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of
S
dance at Library Hall, beginning
Compton,
tirely original prinarrived
to
Roosevelt
county,
p. m.
today
COME IN AND SEE FOR
ciples, which are so
Tuesday, October 11: Reception byl attend the convention Monday, as a
YOURSELVES
the Ladies' Museum committee at the delegate. He has taken an apartment
thoroughly efficient
e Montezuma hotel,
Palace of the Governors in lonor of at
as
to
and
practical
Dr. C. A. Wheelon will go to
tfhe delegates to the Constitutional
All invited.
make the Wilson the
qtierque tomorrow to attend the meet- of the territorial board of
Saturday October 15: (Unless oth-ingreatest heater in the
announced) Play by the choir teopathy which convenes on Monday
of the Church of the Holy Faith.
and of which he is a member.
world. Chief among
Tuesday, October 18: Meeting in
County School Superintendent Bias
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Santa Fe of New Mexico Bar Associa-- : Sanchez and Anastasio Medina, of
tion at the capito,
conof
member
a
the
Wagon Mound,
31:
Hal'owe'en stitutional convention
from Mora
Monday, October
party by Mrs. Ghle and Mrs. Fischer county, are guests at the Palace.
a' the Library Assembly rooms.
Hon. and Mrs. Reed Holloman of
Monday, November 7: Opening of Tucumcari. Quay county, are in the
fifth reunion of Scottish Rite Masons. city and registered today at tihe
through which all gases gc .iv;ed art
Mr. Ilolloman is
Montezuma hotel.
burned, eliminating all waste.
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL.
a delegate to the constitutional con-- '
A. P. Fuller, a
Denver traveling vention.
man, is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Beshara and little
Mr. and Mr3. S. Beshara, tourists son of Haskell, Okla., are registered
of Haskell, Okla., are at the Claire. at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
Mrs. Ba-- ! Prince will leave in a few days for
H. C. Martin, the well known cigar shara will be a patient here for some Denver to select the granite markers
salesman, is here from Philadelphia. time, but Mr. Beshara will return with which the Daughters of the
American Revolution will mark the
George D. Stetson, a well known borne in a i'ew days.
ONE-WAY-ONLY
Mrs. W. A. Glassford, wit'e of ai Santa Fe Trail in New Mexico. From
salesman from Kansas City, is here.
B. Carney, a railroad man who re- prominent army' engineer, is at the. Denver
will go to Cincinnati to
sides at Hornell, N. Y., is a sight- - Palace. Mrs. Glassford was a former join Governor Prince and will proceed
resident and Colonel Glassford is with him to New York before returnseer in the city.
Colonel M. L. Stern of Albuquerque chief of the signal service of the U. ing to Santa Fe.
(
delegate to the constitutional conven- S. army.
THERE I.S ONLY ONE WAY TO CONDUCT A
Hon. T. J. Mabry, editor of the!
tion is in the city.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
;
SUCCESSFUL
CLOTHING
who
will
Mrs. Clovis Journal, and
prob-Attorney E. C. Crampton,
Crampton and sister are visitors in ably be the youngest member of the
arrived
the capital from Raton.
constitutional convention,
TO MAKE GOOD EVERY TIME.
Mrs. Montano, of Las Vegas, is a here today. He was accompanied by
OR OVERCOAT S INTHE .SALE OF A
patient ot St. Vincents, having regis- Mrs. Mabry and they registered at
tered there last evening.
the Montezuma hotel.
Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Garrison and
CIDENTAL TO .SECURING A C17.5TOMER.S CONTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has returned from Albuquerque, some- family have arrived in the city where
FIDENCE.
what indisposed in health.
they have rented the home of Dr.
Sheriff H. M. Denny, ot Alamogordo, David Knapp on Lincoln avenue. Dr.
THE PROFIT WE'D MAKE. WOULD NOT
arrived here with several prisoners Garrison is a delegate to the consti-- .
tutional convention and is the only
for the territorial penitentiary.
COMPENSATE FOR THE LOSS OF A CUSTOMER
Hon. Edward D. Tittman, delegate college president in the convention.
AND
CHIFFON
IN SILK
-"
" r" l
r a
. r
t-t
f r
Mr. and Mrs. W. B.yPrince will be'
from Hillsboro, Sierra county, arrived
I ISA
aJ J JIL fVLMOWJI
aJ UUUIiVU
UU
i
down from the Sunshine ranch in the
at the Montezuma hotel today.
KIRCHBAUM READY MADE
Hon. James F. Hall, delegate to the Espanola valley tlhis evening.
Mr.,
THE LATEST IN MILLINERY
from Elida,
convention
Roosevelt and Mrs. Prince will go to AlbuquerALWAYS AT
que to attend the territorial fair next
WHILE WE MAKE LESS MONEY ON THEM
county, arrived In the city today.
John H. Sargent, brother of Terri week, leaving their daughter with her
THAN OTHER MAKESWE COULDB UY, THEY
MISS A. MUGLER .
torial Auditor William H. Sargent, ar- grandmother, Mrs. L. Bradford Prince.
The reception at the executive man
rived here yesterday from El Rito.
ARE .SO UNIFORMLY GOOD YEAR IN AND
Former Superintendent of Public sion on Wednesday evening of next
YEAR OUT, THEY INVARIABLY GIVE SUCH
Instruction M. C. de Baca was an ar- week, by Governor and Mrs. Mills, to
of
the members
the constitutional
EXCELLENT SATISFACTION, THAT WE PIN
rival last evening from Las Vegas.
Jacob C. Aragon, delegate from Lin convention, will be from 8:30 p. m. to
OUR
FAITH ToTHEM ABOVE ALL OTHERS,
coln, Lincoln county, arrived in the 11:30 p. m., and every one is invited
to
meet
of
the constitutional makers
city yesterday and is registered at the
OUR PRICES RANGE FROM
J
the new state.
Claire.
AND
mount
Fornoff
of
the
Hon. and Mrs. George Cabot Ward
Captain Fred
ed po'.ice, is still quite ill at the resi will entertain at dinner tonight at
ABOVE THESE PRICES WE WILL TAILOR
dence of Frank P. Sturges, Montezu their home on Cerrillos road. The
ma avenue.
and
guests are Former Governor
YOUR SUIT, TO MEASURE FRoM THE ROYAL
Solomon Mrs. Prince, Major and Mrs. R. J.
National Committeeman
TAILORS CHICAGO AND NEW
ALL
from
to
convention
the
Palen, Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F. WalLuna, delegate
Los Ltinas, Valencia county, arrived ter, Miss Jessie Massie, Mrs. I. H.
WOOL HOUSE--SE- E
OUR WINDOWS NOW FOR
here yesterday.
Rapp, Judge John H. Knaebel of DenNEW COAT
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Wilson W. Mills, son f Governor ver, and Bronson Cutting of this city.
Miss Lucy E. Ortiz left Thursday afand Mrs. William J. Mills, left last
evening for Ann, Arbor, Mich., to ternoon for Valencia county to resume her school work, after Bix
take a law course.
Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
'
Miss Lola Love, of Albuquerque, is months' vacation spent at her home
at St. Vincent's hospital, where she in this city. Miss Ortiz's services
ALWAYS the CHOISEST
will submit to a surgical operation have been highly praised by Superinwithin a few days.
tendent of Schools Jesus Sanchez, and
REPUTATION BUILDERS
PRICE
PEACHES.
H. E. Finney, who has been in the she has proved her efficiency as a
PEARS
city for two weeks calling on his teacher during several school terms.
PRUNES
patrons tuning pianos, left this after"Rt. Rev. John Mills Kendrick, of
PLUMS
noon for Las Vegas.
APPLES
Robert Mrye, of Carnegie, Pa., is Phoenix, Missionary Bishop of New
Mexico and Arizona, passed through
f
WATERMELONS
li nya vlcUtno
tl rn or-- ! ?l n Tl' T?
on his way to Marietta to visit his
Telephone Red 35 and have
t
CANTELOUPES
wh
Min
hnl,
'
"
return
He
for
will
T
in
time
your orders delivered
daughter.
GRAPES
a healthseeker here.
convention
He was a
the
general
Hon. Eugenio Romero, member of
of Rev. Samuel Tyler, of the
The following are suggested to the thirsty as something
Cheese for the Epicure
and guest
the constitutional convention,
Church of the Advent, at luncheon at
cool and inviting
Cream Cheese
Mrs. Romero, have taken up their res- the
University club, Cannon Reade
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW.
Brick
idence in Santa Fe.
and Rev. Mr. Flinchbauglh, who has
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
Judge A. B. Fall of Three Rivers,
Riquefort"
returned from his travels in
just
" (Imported)
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
Swiss
ai rived on the noon train. Judge Fall
the party." Cin"
and family will occupy the Wittman Europe, making up
Pineapple
Ohio,
cinnati,
Enquirer.
house on federal Btreet.
J. B. Hayward, an expert abstractor
COFFEES
CHASES SANBORN'S
ji All drinks made from filtered water.
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
Dr. James A. Massie, who has been and
insurance man, who has had exBOSS PATENT FLOUR
Mfi-xof
sizuxizzxxmc
New
the
the
meetings
attending
xixixxxmmxTnjxi xncrrsmrrrxTfl
at
tensive
experience
Spirit Lake, la.,
PRIMROSE BUTTER.
Mexico Medical Society at Albuquerand
counthis
in
Torrance
and latterly
tomorrow
return
will
que
morning.
has been employed by the Santa
RIPE FRUIT NOW
Dr. M. P. Skeen, delegate to the con- ties,
Fe Abstract, Realty and Insurance
stitutional convention from Artesia,
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
Company to manage its business and
Eddy county, arrived in the city yes- will enter
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
upon its duties on October
terday and is registered at the Palace. 15. He left for his home at Moriarty
DESIGNS.
R V.BOYLK Mgr.
Dr. Lewis B. Paton, the noted lectur- this
morning to close up his business
CMRErDON POULTRY YARDS
er and scientists, arrived here last there.
FRESH LA I D EGGS everyldoj
& COMPANY
Conn.
He
from
will
night
Hartford,
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
L. B. Prince will leave
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome food
lecture at the court house at 8 o'clock tomorrow
for Cincinnati,
morning
i.uvuoih-- vi a uwituiusm Krrius nor rwmHine poisoniOK.
v,,,,
tonight.
A FEW FAT HENS FOR MATING.
Ohio, to attend the triennial convenGreen B. Patterson, of Ingleville, tion of the Episcopal church,
Mrs.
1
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WILSON

!

j

Heater

Now is The Time
To Buy Stoves

Hot Blast

THE SANTA FE
HARDWARE and

Pa-to-

r'

--

"V"

I

&ONT yn jtjz&jl, tPLy
A LITTLE &NEA&Yajth
NO
BANK
ACCOUNT?
one
ancestors bad banked
dollars
If
of your

200 TEARS AGO

at

j

j

only 200

per cent compound Interest and you had that (200 and the Interest,
each dollar bill were a link In a chain, that chain would reach from New
Tork to San Francisco .
Money grows In our bank If you will let it
5

"

Pot-talc-

Make OTJR Bank TOUK Bank.
We pay liberal Interest consistent with safety.

j

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

g

RENT
Eight Foom Modern House, Hot
Water Heat, Electric Lights, within
ten minutes walk of Plaza.
O

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

Santa
149

Dfown

New Mexico

FeA

'

SanFrancisc St.

Phone. Red So. 189

SUPPLY CO.

Draft

j

!

THIS

is the time to put new carpets or rugs on the
floors and new furniture ia iha house, We Have
a very fine assortment of both to offr you, and we have
some decidedly attractive mission furmtuie on the
We especially call to your attention to our new dressers iu
quarter oak and lisrary tables in mahogony and in oak.
We have also pictures, leather rockers, and
fine iir.e of
mattresses, bedsteads and other thii gs to make one com.
w-- y.

a

t,

fortable.

CALL WHILE YOU HAVE

MAKE

TO

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EM B ALMERS

A

I

CHANGE

SELECTION
Furniture Co.

A

&

j

l

TUAT'S

most

Beautiful Line

JUIT

if

Automobile Scarfs

FUNER AL DIRECTORS.

ti

f

Tim tt-

1

CLoTHEJ,

We Have Built Up

Uf1C

tlO.OO

$15.00

ISAStAREFUL
our Paint business by giving only the
to pour out the proper dose lets we
best grades for a reasonable price.
reliable.
can
Is
of
our Paint
It are in preparing the medicine, earth-- .
Every
is made of the best White Lead and
ly skill can do no more.
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily ami smooth- WE COMPOUND ,
ly without streaks or spots. These PRESCRIPTIONS
colors will not fade in the sun, and
with a full sense of our responsi
cover a large surface. One coat
thy
of our Paint is as good as two of other
bility. So we consider no pains too
kinds.
great to take to insure accuracy.
Have us fill yours next time.
well-groun- d

Charles W. Dudrow

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY

New M'enca
Printing
has on hand a large supply ot
& Co.
Dads and tablets suitable for school Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
worl:. the desk, and also tor lawyer
and n oirhants: gjntf everywhere. W(
If you want anything on earth try
111 sell them at 5 cents in book torn j a New Mexican Want Ad.
The

Com-uan-

$20.00.

GROCERS

IF THE NURSE

12.50

YoRK.

SWEATERS

OUR STOCK OF

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

SETTERS.

V.

77,"

Vi

1

TP.

pmw.

OFT

BUMS

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE
'

:

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Laods, $5.00
RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

to!)

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We huve Irrigation enter- men are
prises, needing capital. Moneyed
:
us.

Invited tooorrespond with

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

R

NEW MEXICO,

,

$20.00 per acre

:

i

IRANOHES.
LARGS
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

DAY

CLARENDON
GARDEN

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE 20

24 Hour Electric

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We :ae Agents iE
Santa Fe Water

ano

Gi8!:

PAY
and

WIGHT
Operation

light Company

1

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

age six.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

M.

1,

1910.

years next preceding the survey of the and

35. T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
township, viz:
M. Reyes Lucero,
J. J. Salazar, to prove his actual continuous adverse
Pulidor
Martinez, possession of said tract for twenty
Martinez,
Apolonlo
Lueras, Vincente.
M.
years next preceding the survey of
N.
of
Cuba,
all
Lopez, Luisa.
who desires to protest the township, viz:
person
Any
McBride, Geneva, (2).
Ramon Casados, E. A. Miera, Fran
against the allowance of said proof, or
Nutter, Mrs. S. C.
who knows of any substantial reason Cisco Atencio, Felipe Atenclo, all of
Church.
Pastor 1st Baptisht
under the laws and regulations of the Cuba, N. M.
looks dainty,
Peavy, E. R.
Interior Department why such proof Any person who desires to protest
Rock, Fred.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
feels easy and
should not be allowed will be given an against the aflowance of said proof
MEXICO.
NEW
OFFICES-RATLee.
ON
GENERAL
d
Price, Elmer
or who knows of any substantial rea
Register opportunity at the
Preeman, J. M.
stays un-tire- d
e
the son under the laws and regulations of
time and place to
Quinlan, Jack.
Notice for Publication,
(Head Up)
in this
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
witnesses of said claimant, and to of the Interior Department why such
(Read Down)
Reed, Mrs. W. C.
(013828.)
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub proof should not be allowed will be
20
STATIONS
19
Miles
Coal Jemez Forest.
Read, Max.
given an opportunit at the
mitted by claimant.
a in
e
Small Holding Claim No. 42GG.
Rowland, Mrs. M. A.
time and place to
4 00
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Moines. S. M...Ar
0
7 30
3 50
HumHldo
of the Interior,
4
7 40
the witnesses of said claimant.
Roybal, Sisilia D.
Department
Register.
30
3
Dedmau
11
05
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
United States Land Office,
Ramirez, Franciquita.
8 15
16
20
(Japulln
3 05
Vinll
20
8 35
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
that submitted by claimant
Ruiz, Manuel.
Notice for Publication.
2 45
25
8 5ft
Thompson
f
2 25
MANU'SL R. OTERO,
Notice It tn.ifcby given that the fol
I
Secor, Stephen A.
31
(013845.)
9 10
Cunningham M
1 65
42
....Clifton House N.
9 35
no
Cella.
lowing-namefiled
has
claimant
Smith,
Jemez
Coal
Forest.
1 SO
Register.
M
Lv
N.
I
49
Ar
10 00
Raton,
tice of his Intention to make final
Sedillos, Juana B. de.
Small Holding Claim No. 4377.
Ar 10 15 j..
,Lv
Raton, N. M
2 30
Clifton House N' M. .. 9 49 I...
Notice for Publication.
2 47
Salazar, Mrs. Rosse P.
proof in support of his claim under Department of the Interior,
9 32
48
SPreston
3 07
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Sandoval, Jose.
United States L'5d Office.
(013779)
8 55
55
Junction.
Koehler
J45
Coal Land Jemez Forest
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Santa Fe, N. V., Sept, 6, 1910.
Sena, Guadalupe.
05
.Koehler.
8 35
Small Holding Claim No. 4366
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
8 20
Notice is hereby given that the fol
BOolfax
Thornton, R. B.
68
4 15
8 02
Oerrososo
76
4 43
William H.
filed no- Department of the Interior.
470), .ind that said proof will be made lowing-nameclaimant
has
Taft,
7 45
Lv
Cimarron
Ar
5 00
United States Land Office.
6 35
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. tice of his lutention to make final
Ar a in
Lv
Cimarron
Torres, Luis.
5 10
6 27
Nash
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
5 18
at
L.
N.
M., on October 28, proof in support of his claim under
Comr.,
Cuba,
Valdes,
Regina
17
6
Harlan
.3
5 28
Notice is hereby given t'uat the fol
6 00
Romero, of sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
E.
Ute Park. N. M...Lv
Miss
Ar
1910, viz:
Tranquillno
5 45
Vargas,
p m
p in
Cuba, N; M., heir of Francisco Romero 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by lowing named claimant has filed noVelasques, Pedro.
for the claim 4266 in Sees. 16 and 21, the act of. February 21, 1893, (27 Stats, tice of his intention to make final
Roy,
(2).
Walsh,
South.
Pboth
North
W.
S.
B.
Retrain
jnd
of his claim under
proof in
jj 18jti a OM& wltliN M, meets trains
T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P, M,
M.
V.
at
N.lM.
470), and that said prooi will be made sections 16support
Preston
Wilson,
and 17 of the act of March
SSte 'or Van Houten
names
witnesses
Ct.
the
a.
U.
S.
He
N.
following
9;00
N
at
C.
before
M.,
daily
Juan
Sandoval,
in,
for
except
M.,
KlUabethtown,
Park.
Sta-?leivss lite
In calling for these letters please
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
to prove his actual continuous adverse Comr., at Cuba, N. M on October 27,
$3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
Sundays, Fare $2.00i one way
state whether "advertised or not.
the act of February 21, 1893 (27
by
, f
m.
11:11
N'
arrives
at
from
ii
the
M
p.
for
)"t!i
tract
of
said
S
1,;;.
N.
!)m
)sa:li
twenty 1910, viz: Martin Salaz, of Cuba,
t 'll lln.-'O. t
possession
E. C. BURKE,
470), and that said proof will
Stats.,
South at 4:38 a. in.
years next preceding the survey of the M for the claim 4377 in Sees. 22 and be made
Postmaster.
high-grad- e
shoe;
before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
viz
1 W., N. M. P. M.
21
R.
T.
township,
N.,
27,
M. WILLIAMS,
s. ct. comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc
J. VAN HOUTEN,
j DEDMAN,
Donaciano Lucero, M,
the
of
J.
J.
is
it
one
Salazar,
He names the following witnesses tober 22, 1910, viz: Vicente
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Reyes Lucero, Zenon Sandoval, all of to prove his actual continuous adverse of Cuba, N. M., for the claim Sanchez,
4365 in
M.
GlinCH
Cuba, N.
possession of said tract for twenty Sec. 6, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Any person who desires to protest years next preceding the survey of
He names the following witnesses
against the allowance of said proof, or the township, viz:
to prove his actual continuous
ad
reasubstantial
who
of
knows
any
Cathedral
verse possession of said tract for
J.
J.
Romero,
Salazar,
Tranquillno
of
Nineteenth Sunday after Pentecost son under the laws and regulations
M. Reyes Lucero, Dionlcio McCoy, atl twenty years next preceding the surDepartment why such
vey of the township, viz:
M.
First mass at 6:30 a. m. Second mass the Interior
should not be allowed will be of Cuba, N.
Manuel Sandhez, Celso Sandoval,
9:30 a. m. Sermon in English. Third proof
line a sole as
to
who
desires
protest
Any person
Maurlsio Sanchez, Antonio Casados,
in.M Sprmnn in SnaMsn. 6"c" a "P1""
or
said
of
allowance
the
proof,
cross-exagainst
flexible as the
in Vesrjers and Benedic- - mentioned time and place to
At
reason all of Cuba, N. M.
amine the witnesses of said claimant, who knows of any substantial
Any person who desires to protest
tion.
the
skinof
foot;
and
laws
under
the
regulations of the
ai.d to offer evidence In rebuttal of
the allowance of said proof,
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
against
Guadalupe.
Interior Department why such proof or who knows
that submitted by claimant.
of any substantial reastyle supreme;
an
be
should
allowed
will
not
First mass at 6 a. m. Second mass
be
Douglas, and all Points in New
given
MANUEL R. OTERO,
son under the laws and regulations
a. m. Rosary and Benediction
9:30
at
the
and
Mexico
the
to
opportunity
Mexico, Arizona,
of the Interior Department why such
Register.
e
the
6:30 p. m.
time and place to
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
proof should not be allowed will be
of
to
witnesses of said claimant, and
Church of the Holy Faith.
d
Notice for Publication.
given an opportunity at the
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub
Sunday. October 2nd, XlXth, after
e
time and place to
(013775.)
Keeps it's shape
mitted by claimant.
Trinity.
Sunday school and BiDie
the witnesses of said claim
Coal Jemez Forest.
&
SI
ser
and
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
9:45.
Morning prayer
class
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Small Holding Claim No. 4341.
7:45 p.
mon 11. Choral
Register.
of that submitted by claimant.
of
the
Interior,
Department
eve
musical
m. The program for the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
United States Land Office,
ning service:
Notice for Publication.
N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Register.
Santa
Fe,
Hvmn. "Ancient of
Prnpession.il
(013808.)
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Unall
Coal Jemez Forest.
Notice for Publication.
Days."
lowing-nameclaimant has filed noSmall Holding Claim No. 3241.
Magnificat Solemn Tone.
(013846)
of his intention to make final
tice
leathers
Coal jemez Forest.
Deus Misereatur Plain Chant.
proof in support of his claim under Department of the Interior,
For Rites and full information address
now
the
Vesner
Small Holding Claim No. 4423.
Hvmn "Softly
United States Land Office,
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Light of Day
Department of the Interior,
Sauta Fe, N. M., Sept 6, J910.
AU lasts
A.
National Air) Come
United States Land Office.
Notice is hereby given that the follothe act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats..
,HyT,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
Thou Almighty King.
no
wing-named
filed
A.
has
claimant
made
be
will
said
and
that
proof
ALLTig- htNotice is hereby given that the fol
Short Lecture The Origin of Natu 470),
final
to
make
his
Intention
of
tice
S.
U.
Ct
C.
before
El Paso Texas.
Sandoval,
Juan
lowing named claimant has filed no
ral Religion.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28, proof in support of his claim under tice of his intention to make final
CUSTOM MADE BY
Tenor Solo Mr. Stevenson,
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
0. viz:
Shoe Co.
Wertheimer-Swart- s
Offertory, Trio, "Cavatina" by Raff,
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by proof in support of his claim under
claim 4341, In
N. M.,
Miss Alonzo, organ, Mrs. Bean, violin, Cuba,
K
XT
1 TXT
m
T
n m A VA
D
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats. sections 16 and 17 of Che act of
the
X
XV.
., 11. i.
CeC. 5, 1.
HH
ST. LOUIS, u. s.
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats. 854), as
,lr,to THion Volln
70), and that said proof will be made amended
ne names
Benediction.
by the act of February 21,
S.
Ct
to prove ms actual couuuuous auvC.oo before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Recessional, Nunc DimittM plain
October 27, 1893 (27 Stats.. 470), and that said
cn
N.
at
M.,
Cuba,
Comr.,
for
tract
twenty
said
of
possession
chant.
proof will be made before Juan C.
MOTEL
years next preceding the survey of 1910, viz: Jnan Jose Salazar .trans Sandoval, U. S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba,
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
for
N.
Alanzo
M.,
feree
of
Cuba,
Dunn,
N M., on October 29, 1910. viz.: Celso
Services at St., John's Methodist the township, viz:
Jose A. Padia, Senorito, N. M.; Don the tract 1, Sec. 20, and tract 2, Sec. Sandoval, of Cuba, N. M., for the
Episcopal church Sunday, October 2,
Palace.
M.
aciano Lucero, Cuba, N. M.; Reyes 29, T. 21 N R. 1 W., N. M. P.
claim 4423, In sees. 28 and 29, T. 21
D. will be as follows:
A. P. Fuller, Denver; George
He names the following witnesses N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Jaramillo. Juan A. Parras, both of
m.
a.
9:45
school
at
A.
Sunday
W.
Mrs.
Kansas.
continuous
adverse
to
City;
actual
his
Stetson,
prove
He names the following witnesses
Senorito, N. M.
Preaching at 11 a. m.
GlassfoTd, Chicago; M. P. Skeen,
Any persons who desires to protest possession of said tract for twenty to prove his actual continuous adverse
m.
6:45
P.
League
Epworth
Green B. Patterson, Ingleville;
against the allowance of said proof, years next preceding the survey of the possession of said tract for twenty
Preaching at 7:30 p. m.
J. W. COiilders, Texico; Mr. and Mrs.
or who knows of any substantial rea township, viz:
next preceding the survey of
in
"God's
Glory
- years
Morning subject:
E. F. Gallegos; Solomon Luna, LiOs
son under the laws and regulations
Tranquillno Romero, Dionlcio Mc- the township, viz.:
Heavens.'
B.
Hartford,
the
Lewis
de
Paton,
C.
Clriaco
Cov.
Lunas;
Zenon Sandoval.
such
A. Eichwald, Cristobal Casados, Lu- of the Interior Department why
Evening subject: "The NeedlessConn.; L. C. Beckwith, Parker snows;
ciano Gonzales, Eusebio Trujlllo, all
should not be allowed will be Baca, all of Cuba, N. M.
proof
Ruin.'
Man's
C.
Mr. and Mrs. E.
Compton, Raton, ness of
an opportunity at the above- - Any person who desires to protest of Cuba, N. M.
- given
Miss Luna McCloskey, Raton; M. b.
Epworth League topic: "Repent- mentioned time and place to cross-e- x
against the allowance of said proof, or
Any person who desires to protest
Leader
Kestorauon.ance and
Dammik, Colorado Springs.
amine the witnesses of said claimant who knows of any substantial reason against the allowance of said proof, or
Claire.
Kinsell.
M.
George
and to oifer evidence In rebuttal of under the laws and regulations of the who knows of any substantial reason
B. F. SUMMERS,
Thomas Stevens, El Paso; J. C.
Interior Department why such proof under the laws and regulations of the
that submitted by claimant
Phila
C.
H.
Martin,
Pastor.
Aragon, Lincoln;
R. OTERO,
should not be allowed will be given an Interior Department why such prooi
MANUEL
d
delphia; D. M. Foster, Louisiana; KopPresbyterian.
should not be allowed will be given an
Register.
opportunity at the
ert Frye, Carnegie, Pa.; K. is.
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tne opportunity at the
to
d
time
and
place
City; Bias Sanchez, Anaste-ci- Endeavor 6:45 p. m. Preaching at 11
e
witnesses of said claimant and to oi time and place to
Notice for Publication.
the
and
Mr.
Mound;
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John
Medina, Wagon
a. m. and 7:45 p. m. by Rev.
mm
fer evidence In rebuttal of that sub witnesses of said claimant, and to of-fLiberal Limits and Stopover
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S.
Mrs. Beshara,
Haskell, Okla.;
of
meeting
Gass
Prayer
Albuquerque.
mitted by claimant
Coal Jemez Forest
evidence tn rebuttal of that subRivera, Anton Chico; Mrs. J. W. Mc- Wednesday evening at 7:45 o clock.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
mitted by claimant
Small Holding Claim No. 1293.
Cool, Leavenworth, Kas.; H. M. Den. Everybody welcome.
Register.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department of the Interior,
ny, Alamogordo; S. Frank, Espanola;
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
office,
Land
United
States
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BEATS ALL."
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Notice for Publication.
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Pacific
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against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
I
the Interior Department why such
i proof
should not he allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that, submitted by claimant.
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I became an
absolute teetotaler a crank if you
please. I will not allow it even in my
house.
"Drink Is the greatest curse, because practically all crimes and all
disasters are the result of it. Nearly
every great calamity in the country,
barring accidents of nature, are due
to drink.
"Ninety-fiv- e
per cent I will make
it no less ninety-fiv- e
per cent of desertions and acts of lawlessness in the
army is due to drink.
"If I could, by offering my body
as sacrifice, free this country from
the fell cancer, the demon drink, I'd
thank the Almighty for the privilege
of doing It.
"If I had the greatest appointive
power in the country, no man would
get even the smallest appointment
from me unless he showed me proof
of his absolute teetotalism.
"As it Is my own appointees, the
members of my staff, not one of tlhera
touches a drop. They know better."
General Frederick D. Grant, in the
New York Defender.
The following poem was handed to
us by Judge A. L. Morrison. It was
written by a friend of his and truthfully and tragically depicts the road
from the gilded saloon to the drunkard's grave. Those who have stood
at the bedside of the delirium tremens' victim, has heard his shrieks,
and closed his terror stricken eyes;
those who have eyes to see the real
procession passing along this awful
road, know that every word is true.
The Road to the Barrel" of Beer.
(By Michael Scanlan.)
Do you know the road to the Reveler's
Inn,
Where reigns the monarch Great
Barrel o' Beer
WTIth his ghost-blucousins, Whiskey
and Gin,
The furies of madness, (horror and
moderate
practically Impossible,
"Because

drinking

e

fear?

'Tis the same that leads to the paupers
grave!
O'er which the blear-eyeshuddering pass,
Howling for death to hide them and
d

save

From the living and hissing serpent

grass.

That fold them In its clammy sheen,
And the threat'ning slimy waves
that roll,
Eaeer to drown In tlheir foul gangrene,

Realities all to the maddened soul.
Like ghosts of murder, whenever they

tire,

In those dismal forests

Every woman , ; . j uaiils at viie
of a baby, and
cooing and
rcolherhood Is her highest and purest
Yet
the
Joy.
suffering Incident to
this great consummation of her life's
1 I
T7"
robs
the
desire,
anticipation of some
of its sweetness. Most of this can
be avoided by the nse of Mother's
Friend. This great remedy prepares the expectant mother's system for the comand
nse
Its
event,
makes
comfortable
her
ing
during all the term. Mother's
Friend assists nature in gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, it
strengthens the ligaments, keeps the breasts in good condition, and brings the
woman to the crisis in healthful physical condition. The regular use of
motner s i riena lessens the pain
when baby comes, and assures a
quick and natural recovery for the
mother.. For sale at drag stores.
Write for free book for expectant
mothers.
EEADFIELD REGULATOR CO,
Atlanta, Ga.

IB

. NOTES,

We quote below the message from
a brave man, the son of a brave
father. General Fred Grant. Words
like these coming from a man of
.
. ,
nr n onrl etonillnff chntllf)
have weight.
"A Fighter Who is Afraid."
"Tell the young men, through your
paper that General Grant does not
drink a drop of liquor has not for
twenty years because he Is AFRAID
to drink It.
"I tried to drink it with extreme
moderation, because I knew that al
cohol is the worst poison a man can
take into his system; but I found out
it was an impossibility to drink mod
. V,

THE SAVTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

of ghastly

trees,
Whose branches, long serpents

of

visible fire,

In the hands of Titanic monstrosities.
Scourge them along till the woods resound,
With their terrified howling
and
pitiful sighs,
And devils arise from the yawning
ground,
Grinning hot sulph'rous breath In
their eyes.
Do you know the road to the Barrel
of Beer!

'Tis the same that leads to the
drunkards grave;
From its horror hereafter, and misery here,
Pray to the Lord and the Saints to
save

iu
pr.-.ttl-

0

And blushing in clusters incarna- NOTICE OF SALE AT PUBLIC AUCTION OF LANDS BELONGING TO
dine,
While mirth is playing Apollo's lute
THE TERRITORY OF NEW MEXI-CWooing the soul with the music of
SITUATED AT FARMINGTON,
wine.
8AN JUAN COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.
And sweet is her voice as she trills
is hereby given that the unNotice
her 6ong
And holds your heart in its wreath- dersigned, or his duly authorized representative will, on the 24th day of
ed flow;
He who would pleasure and love pro- October, 1910, at the hour of two
o'clock In the afternoon of said day, in
long,
Come follow where Mirth and the front of the postofllce in the town of
Sirens go.
Farmington, San Juan county, New
Mexico, sell at public auction the folAnd then from under the leafy bow- lowing described real estate,
ers
The NE
of the NE
the S
Beauty, and Folly, and Love leap of the NE
of the
and the NE
out,
29
SE 4 of Section 17, Township
Like spirits that burst from tlhe sum13 West of the New
Range
North,
mer flowe"'.
Mexico Principal Meridian, 160 acres.
And lead the way down the revel-Terms of sale:
cash, the
er's rout.
balance of the purchase price payable
And this is the way to the Barrel of. in three years, secured by mortgage
Gin
upon the property bearing interest at
'Tis a flowery path while the the rate of six per cent per annum.
j All
bids must be accompanied by a
nymphs caress,
But bleaker it grows as you enter certified check for $1000, as an eviin,
dence of good faith and to secure the
'Till they lead you to horror and hop"-- ! payment of all expenses of said sale
lessness.
in case the purchaser does not complete his purchase. No bids for less
The skies grow duller day after day, than $150.00
per acre will be considAnd fade the flowers to consumptive
ered, nor will any bid for a fractional
hues,
of the 160 acres be considered,
The skeleton trees
the way part
reserves the
'Till your spirit Is steeped to the and the territory hereby
to reject any and all bids. Ten
right
in
blues.
lips
days from the date of sale will be alAnd Folly that met you on the road lowed for the making of the first payAnd tinkled her bells in your youth- ment. In case of failure to make such
payment by the successful bidder, the
ful "ar,
Has changed her song to a funeral $1000 deposited by him shall be returned, after deducting therefrom al
ode,
And 'stead of bright glances her of the expenses connected with said
sale.
eyes rain tears.
f
This property is located about
Her once sweet voice croaks discord
mile from the town of Farming-ton- ,
now,
county of San Juan, New Mexico,
Like children's cries and woman's is under ditch, and is a most desirable
moans,
investors to
for would-bAnd the song that wooed you under proposition
consider. The title is fully vested In
the bough
of New Mexico by Judgthe
Grates like a saw thro' your aching mentTerritory
of the district court
and
decree
bones.
of said county of San Juan.
Her locks of light are now golden TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
asps,
Commissioner of Public Lands.
And the torment of hell scowls over
her face;
Like graveyard glhoul she wildly
Notice for Publication.
clasps
(013796)
Your struggling soul in her foul
. Coal Jemez Forest.
embrace.
.
Small Holding Claim No. 1353.
of the Interior.
Department
As she opens her mantle shroud,
United States Land Office.
Lo! 'tis the ogre death you behold,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Visible devils laugh long and loud
Notice is hereby given that. the fol
As she chokes you dumb In her
lowing named claimant has filed no
skeleton fold.
tice of his intention to make final
proof in .support of his claim under
Oh, pliant youth, and oh, manhood sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
stern.
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854). as amended
Shun the road to the revelers' Inn
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
With its quaint facade, 'tJhls a sculp
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
tured urn.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Roses without,
and dead ashes S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Ocwithin.
tober 27, 1910, viz: Luciano Gonzales,
of Cuba, N. M., for the tract 1, Sec.
And this is the road to the Barrel 34, and tract 2, Sees. 27 and 34, T. 21
of Beer,
N., R. 1. W.
And this is the road to the pauper's
He names the following witnesses
grave;
to prove his continuous adverse posFrom its sulphurous air and Its gan
session of said tract for twenty years
grene mere
next preceding the survey of the
TO
THE
LORD
AND
THE
Pray
township, viz.:
SAINTS TO SAVE.
J. J. Salazar, Dionicio McCoy, Tran- quilino Romero, Pulidor Martinez, all
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
the allowance of said proof,
against
MONEY AND METALS.
or who knows of any substantial reaNew York, Oct. 1. Lead and cop
son under the laws and regulations of
per nominally
unchanged; Silver the Interior Department why such
541-8- ;
call money nominal; Prime
should not be allowed will be
6 per cent; proof
mercantile paper 5
an opportunity at the
given
Mexican dollars 45; Amalgamated
e
time and place to
64
Sugar 1131-4- ; Atchison 1001-4- ,
of said claimwitnesses
the
Great Northern pfd. 1271-4- ;
New ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
York Central 113
Northern Pacif- of that submitted by claimant.
ic 1171-2- ;
Southern
Reading 146
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Pacific 1151-4- ;
Union Pacific 1681-8- ;
Register.
Steel 691-2- ; pfd. 117.
AND
PORK.
LARD
ftlBS
GRAIN,
Notice for PuDlicatlon.
Chicago, III., Oct. 1. Wheat Dec.
(013795)
97; May 102
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Corn Dec. 49
May 521-4l-Small Holding Claim No. 1351.
Oats Dec. 32
May 35
Department of the Interior,
Pork Jan. 17.75; May 17.321-2- .
United States Land Office.
Lard Nov. 11.65671-2- ; Jan. 10.65.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Ribs Oct. 11.25; Jan. 9.471-2- .
Notice is hereby given that the folWOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Oct. 1. Wool unchanged, lowing named claimant has filed notice of bis Intention to make final
Territory and western mediums 18
23; fine mediums 1720; fine 1417. proof in support of bis claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Oct. 1. Cattle Re- 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
ceipts 500. Market steady. Native by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
steers $57.80; Southern steers $3.60 Stats., 470), and that said proof will
5; southern cows $2.754; native be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ.
cows and heifers $2.60 6.50; stockers S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 25, 1910, viz: Atanaclo Jaramillo
and feeders $3.405.80; bulls $3.25
calves - $3.758.50;
western of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1351, in
4.50;
steers $4.256.50; western cows $2.75 Sees. 34 and 35, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.. N.
M. P. M.
5.
names the following witnesses
Hogs
Receipts 1,000. Bulk $9.80 to He
prove his actual continuous ad9.90; heavy $8.509.60;
stockers
and butchers $4.608.90; light $8.75 verse possession of said tract for
i

4

2

1-- 4

4

1

One-thir- d

j

one-hal-

e

MARKETREPORT
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'Tis fenced along

with

household

cross-examin-

wrecks
And hopes long faded to pale des-pair,
Where the sun drops down in blood-reflecks
Of hideous light thro' the lurid air.
d

With a lavish hand are thickly strown
The broken hearts of woman and
maid
Over its pavements; its bridges are
bone
With old faded blossoms Interlaid.

Pale children are there who breathe
in sighs.
And fill the place with mournful
looks,

Poor flowers withdrawn from the sunny skies.
The pleasant fields, and the laugh-

ing brooks.
On every side hang the luscious fruit
CURE
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000

FAIL TO CURE ANY CAMCER or TUMOR
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10 CANCE3,
nonons derp
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twenty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, viz:
E. A. Miera, Manuel Aragon y Lu

cero, Felix Montano, Francisco Ara

gon, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
the allowance ot said proof,
against
10.
calves
$7.50
$2.206.30;
who knows of any substantial Tea- or
Market
Hogs
Receipts 6,000.
five higher. Light $8.859.30; mixed

WRITTEN GUARANTEE
duicers never PAIN they
ran. Asmall

SENT FREE
testimonials of

7--

Chicago, Oct. 1. Cattle Receipts
600.
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above-mentione- d
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son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
d

cross-examin-

Notice for Publication.
(013804)
Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3229.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 29. 1910, viz: Telesfor Sandoval,
transferee of Carlos B. Romero, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3229, In
Sees. 29 and 32, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
ot said tract for
verse possession
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Cristoval Casados, Tranquilino Romero, Jose Andres Archibeque,
Jaramillo, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register
Ata-naci- o

above-mentione-d
cross-examin-

Notice for Publication.
(013793.)

PAGE SEVEP.

11.

Francisco Atenclo, Victor Casados, all
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

Notice for Publication.
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
August, 31, 1910
Notice Is hereby given that Teodora
Montoya, widow of Necasio Archuleta,
of Kennedy, N. M., who, on August 7,
1905, made Homestead Entry (Serial
SW
06910) No. 8445, for NE
Section 8, Town,
and NW
SE
ship 13 N., Range 9 E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.. on the
27th day of October, 1910.
Claimant names a- - witnesses:
Felix Montonya, Nestor Arabe, Marcos
Gonzales, Pascual Vianneva, all of
Kennedy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
4

4

4

Notice for Publication.
(013S20)
Coal land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3259.
Department of the Interior.
I'nited States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 110.
Notice is hereby glvea that the fole
lowing named claimant has filed
of his intention to make final
In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Slats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22, 1910, viz: Cristobal de Her-rerof Cuba, N. M., heir of Juan de
Jesus de Hcrrera, for the claim No.
3259, in Sees. 22 and 27, T. 21 N, R.
no-lic-

a,

1

W.. N. M. P. M.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual
continous
for
possession of said trait
tventy years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Victor Casaus, Guadalupe Aragon,
Ponc'ano Casados, Antonio Casados.
all of Cuba, N. M.
Anv person who desires to protest
agninet the, Ilowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea-sounder the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
ould not be allowed will be
proof
givo an opportunity at the above-ni- p
ioned time and place to cross-- e
itnine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.

Notice for Publication.
(013811.)

Notice for Publication.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
(013791)
5
Small Holding Claim No. 3245.
Coal land Jemez Forest.
Department of the Interior,
Small Holding Claim No. 1303.
United States Land Office,
of the Interior,
Department
1910.
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 5,
United States Land Office.
Notice Is hereby given that the folloSanta Fe, N. M., Sept 5. 1910.
wing-named
claimant has filed noNotice is hereby given that the folfinal
to
make
his
of
intention
tice
lowing named claimant has filed no
proof in support of his claim under tice of his Intention to make
final
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March proof In
'support of his claim under
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
470), and that said proof will be made by the act of
21, 1893 (27
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct Stats., 470), andFebruary
that said proof wi':l
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24, be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ.
Ursulo Segura. transferee S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc1910, viz:
of Luis Jose Romero, of Cuba, N. M., tober 25, 1910, viz: Manuel Aragon y
for the claim 3245 In Sees. 28 and 29, Lucero, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim
in T. 21 N., R. 1 W.. N. M. P. M.
1303, In Sees. 20, 21 and 28, T. 21 N.,
He names the following witnesses R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
He names the following witnesses
possession of said tract for twenty i to prove his actual continuous ad
years next preceding the survey of verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the surthe township, viz:
Dionicio McCoy, Tranquilino Ro- vey of the township, viz:
E. A. Miera, J. J. Salazar, Felis
mero, Donaciano Lucero, Reyes Ledes-ma- ,
Montano, Jose Andres
all of Cuba, N. M.
Archibeque,
Any person who desires to protest all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof
or who knows of any substantial rea- against the allowance of said proof,
son under the laws and regulations or who knows of any substantial reaof the Interior Department why such son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
e
time and place to
ot
said claimant,
the witnesses
claimof
said
the
witnesses
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
that submitted by claimant.
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1306.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that, said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on OcOctaviana
viz:
1910,
tober 28,
of
C.
transferee
de
Romero,
Jose Antonio Gallegos, for the claim
1306, in Sec. 15, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession
of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, Donaciano Lucero, M.
Reyes Lucero, Zenon Sandoval, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Register.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
Notice for Publication.
or who knows of any substantial rea(013770.)
son under the laws and regulations
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
of tfhe Interior Department why such
Small Holding Claim No. 4267.
proof should not be allowed will be
Department of the Interior,
given an opportunity at the
United States Land Office,
time and place to
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
the witnesses of said claimNotice Is hereby given that the folloant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
wing-named
of that submitted by claimant.
claimant has filed noMANUEL R. OTERO,
tice of his Intention to make final
8 claim under
Register. proof In Bupport ot
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Notice for Publication.
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
(013817)
the act ot February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
Coal Jemez Forest.
470), and that said proof will be made
Small Holding Claim No. 3253.
before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ. S. Ct.
Department of the Interior,
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24
United States Land Office.
1910, viz: Zenon Sandoval, of Cuba,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 6, 1910.
N. M., for the claim 4267, in Sec. 6, T.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- 20
N., R. 1 W.. N. M. P. M.
lowing named claimant has filed noHe names the following witnesses
tice of his intention to make final to
prove his actual continuous adverse
proof in support of his claim under
of said tract for twenty
possession
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
next preceding the survey of
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended years
the township, viz:
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
VIncente Sanchez, Jose Francisco
and
will
that
said
Stats., 470),
proof
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. Aragon, Mauriclo Sanchez, Manuel
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc- Sanchez, all ot Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
tober 28, 1910, viz: Donaciano Lucero,
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3253, In against the allowance ot said proof,
tract 1, Sees. 21 and 28, tract 2, Sees. or who knows of any substantial rea28 and 29, all In T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why sucn
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses proof should not be allowed will be
to prove his actual continuous ad given an opportunity at the
e
verse possession of said tract for
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant
twenty years next preceding the surand to offer evidence in rebuttal of
vey of the township, viz:
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casano, Cel- - that submitted by claimant
so Sandoval, Jose Andres Archibeque,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Register.
Any person who desires to protest
allowance
said
of
proof,
Notice for Publication.
against the
or who knows of any substantial rea
(013837)
son under the laws and regulations
Coal Jemez Forest.
of the Interior Department why such
Small Holding Claim No. 4328.
proof should not be allowed will be Department of the Interior,
given an opportunity at the above- United States Land Office.
e
mentioned time and place to
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 6. 1910.
the witnesses of said claimNotice is hereby given that the folant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal lowing named claimant has filed noof that submitted by claimant
tice of his intention to make final
MANUEL R. OTERO,
proof in support ot his claim under
Register sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Notice for Publication.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
(013827.)
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ.
Coal Land Jemez Forest
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on OcSmall Holding Claim No. 4264.
tober
27, 1910, viz: Juan Montano, of
Department of the Interior,
Cuba. N. M., for the claim 4328, In
United States Land Office,
Sees. 14 and 23, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the follo- M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
wing-named
claimant has filed noto
prove his actual continuous adtice of his Intention to make final verse
possession of said tract for
proof in support of his claim under
years next preceding the sursections 16 and 17 of the act of March twenty
vey of the township, viz:
amended
as
1891
3,
(26 Stats., 854),
by
Clrlaco C. de Baca, Reyes Ledesma,
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats..
Romero, Dionicio McCoy,
Tranquilino
470), and that said proof will be made all of Cuba, N. M.
before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ. S. Ct
Any person who desires to protest
Comr., at Cuba, N. M on October 26, against the allowance of said proof,
1910, viz:
Epitacio Domlnguez, of or who knows of any substantial rea
Cuba, N. M., by bis administrator, son under the laws and regulations of
Caslmlro Domlnquez, for the claim In the Interior Department why such
Sees. 24, 28, 33 and 84, T. 21 N., R. 1 proof should not be allowed will be
W., N .M. P. M.
given an opportunity at the
He names the following witnesses
time and place to cross-to prove bis actual continuous adverse examine the witnesses of said claim
possession of said tract for twenty ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
years next preceding the survey of of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the township, vis:
Luciano Qonzales, Ramon Casados,
Register
above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

above-mentioncross-examin-

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

cross-examin-

above-mentione- d

above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

Notice for Publication.

(01799)

Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 1358.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M-- , Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed
of bis Intention to make final
proof in support of bis claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1S91 (26 Slats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470). and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 25, 1910, viz: Reyes Jaramillo,
of Cuba, N. M.. for the claim 1358, in
Sees. 33 and 34, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract V i
twenty years next preceding the survey of the townsbfp, viz:
E. A. Miera, Manuel Aragon, Felix
Montano, Francisco Aragon, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea,
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why inch
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
no-lic- e

above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

Notice for Publication.
(013840)
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4342.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the folnfltno1 s.lo!mont Inaa fllail nn.
,
Io
f !o o rt ma
IntAtitlnn
.nana Anal
titicuiiuu iu mnl.A
uiiai
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 25, 1910. viz: Luis G. Ortiz, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4342 In
Sees. 15 and 16, in T. 21 N., R. 1 W,
N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession
of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Jose Andres Archibeque, M. Reyes
Lucero, Tranquilino Romero, Henrique Vaidez, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
-

lrm-inc- r

Vi

1

above-mentione- d
cross-examin- e

Register.

Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013812)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3248'.
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that st.ld proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S., Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 25, 1910, viz: Jose Andres Archibeque, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim
3248 In Sees. 15 and 16, T. 21 N.. R.
1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for

twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, Juan Mon-

toya y Montoya, M. Reyes Lucero,
Donaciano Lucero, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
above-mentione-

cross-examin- e

Register
Notice for Publication.
(013778)
Coal Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4364.
Department tit the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc
tober 28, 1910. viz: Tereza Garcia de
Fresquez, of Senorito, N. M., for the
claim 4364 in Sec. 2, T. 20 N., R. 1 W
N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual, continuous adverse possession
of said tract for

twenty years next preceding the survey of the township,' viz:
Jose de Jesus Herrera, Julian Se
gura, Carlos Atenclo, Jose Abundio
Padllla, all ot Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register

Notice for Publication.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4300.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5. 1910.
Notice is herebv elven that. th fnl.
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of bis intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ.
S. Ct Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24, 1910, viz: Ramon Casados,
of Cuba, N. M.. for the claim 4300 In
Sees. 28 and 33, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
M.

p.

M.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession ot said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Dionicio McCov. Antonio Cnsniln
Victor Casados, Francisco Atenclo, all
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to nrntnt
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws anil remtlatfnn
of the Interior Department why such
proof snouid not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross- examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
or that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
above-mentione- d

Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013834)
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4316.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marc!
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21. 1893 (21
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24, 1910, viz: Dionicio McCoy, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4316 In
Sees. 22, 23, 26 and 27, T. 21 N, R.
1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Donaciano Lucero, Victor Casaus,
Antonio Casaus, Orlstlbal ds Herrera,
all of Cuba. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows ot any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross
examine the witnesses of aaid claimant and to. offer evidence In rebuttal
ot that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
above-mentione-
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Gutierrez de Padilla, will be married for than 1,000 prize given during the! the Texas & Pacific over the El Paso
GREGG'S PEEBLESS CAFE.
at the Cathedral at 7 o'clock Monday fair in the Duke City and with such & Southwestern and Rock Island
morning, to Eleuterio Ortega, son of a team they think they have a good from Koehler."
Mr. and Mrs. Anastacio Ortega. Fol- chance of winning it,
(Continued From Page Five.)
As to the alleged inability of the
MENU.
Call for Meeting
lowing the wedding ceremony a recepof Commercial Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company
"Cicero Stewart, Jr., son of Sheriff tion will be held at the home of Mrs. Bodies The Commercial Club of Al- to
develop its coal lands the facts
Sunday Dinner, 12 to 2.
Stewart, a cadet at the Military In- Gutierrez.
buquerque has called a meeting of are that they mined and shipped from
home
his
for
left
last
stitute,
night
.
Fastidious People, People with thin commercial bodies at Albuquerque on their mines over one million two
in Carlsbatlj
Soup.
having received word
and with fat purses; every October 7 to consider the subject of hundred thousand tons of coal durpurses
Cream of Tomato
that his eleven year old brother,
in New Mexico.
taxation
DIAMOND
Fe
in
Santa
the
now
and
are
child
year
woman
past
ing
and
they
Relishes.
Hugh, had bepn accidentally hurt, man,
Death of Editor's
Mother Mrs. operating two of the largest produc- Sliced Tomatoes
Xo details were received as to the will find something needed advertised
Celery
G.
Henrietta
Kedzie, wife of the late ing coal mines In the Rocky MounMeats.
nature of the accident or of the in- in this issue by John P. Priueger, the
Rev. A. S. Kedzie, and mother of Ed- tain region, and are prepared to In- Baked Chicken with
Dressing
jury. He expects to be gone three Shoe Specialist. All the new fall itor Don Kedzie
of the Western Lib- crease their output as demand
reor four days." Ttoswell Daily Record. styles in footwear in both dressy and
Roast Pork, Apple Sauce
eral
at
Grant
died
WITH
ANY
AT
FLOUR
PRICE.
BETTER
county,
Lordsburg,
Nn
Read the adverMiss Olsen and Miss Conrad have serviceable shoes.
quires, it is said.
Entries.
this week.
EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUSSS AT
Oyster Patties.
just returned to Santa Fe after a tisement if you don't go barefoot.
Fifty-Fou- r
True Bills Returned
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
ten days' outing .in the Frojoles canon.
NEW MEXICO BAR
Vegetables.
From 47 to 75 That was the range
The ladies found the place to be one in temperature today, the maximum The grand jury at Raton out of 03
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
ASSOCIATION TO MEET. Boiled Cabbage
cases
Candied Sweet Potatoes
of the most delightful and interesting being at 3:10 p. m. and the minimum
presented to it, has returned 54
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESSING THE
Mashed Potatoes
of which, however, Will Convene
spots they had ever visited. At the at 5:40 a. m. The relative humidity true bills, one-hal-f
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
at Santa Fe on October
Stewed Tomatoes
home of Judge and Mrs. A. J. Abbott, at 6 p. m. was 23 per cent and at 6 grew out of the transaction involving
and
we
will
it
18
take
back
this
Circulars
you
Sent
flour,
to
cheerfully
Try
Dessert.
on the Rito, they secured excellent p. m. it was 38 per cent. The lowest the forgery of a number of checks.
if
not
satisfactory.
entirely
money
Members.
Pumpkin Pie
Green Apple Pie
meals and comfortable lodging.
Mrs. Viljoen Horsewhips
Crowd
temperature last night was 47 degrees
Ftuit Blanc Mange
and at 6 o'clock this morning it was Mrs. B. J. Viljoen, wife of the doughty
Nellie
Miss
C.
Brewer, of Albuquer- Tea
Coffee
Milk
49 degrees.
4.
Yesterday was a clear Boer general of La Mesa, Dona Ana
F. ANDREWS
Ptae
Price 50c. At the old stand, adjoinsecretary, today mailed to mem; county, this week horsewhipped
and pleasant day.
the que,
bers of the New Mexico Bar Associa- ing New Mexican office.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
El Paso Businessman Kills Himself leader of a crowd which had come to tion the
following notice of a meetthe
to
a
(house
for
disturb
raise
Viljoen
When C. W. Fassett, receiver
of
the
association at Santa Fe on
ing
abance
while
General Viljoen was
the Porter estate, entered tflie Dawson
GAGF BROS, and other
October 18:
SMART MILLENERY
and Brown second hand furniture sent at the Pueblo Irrigation ConThe regular annual meeting of the NEW FALL GOODS
X store at El Paso to notify Manager gress.
1.
Denver,
Colo., Oct.
mmaema
The forecast is fair weather to-- V Charles L. Brown that sufficient furFree Lecture Tonight A lecture of New Mexico Bar Association will be
Also Laces. Silk Shirt Waists and
night and Sunday with station- niture would be seized on a distress extraordinary interest will be deliver- held In Santa Fe, N. M., commencDresses; Ribbons. Buttons, Novelties
X warrant to secure a rental
ary temperature.
debt of ed at 8 o'clock tonight at uhe new ing October 18th, 1910, at 10 a. m.,
If You are in need of any
COME IN AND SEE
$900, Brown walked to the rear of court house by Dr. Lewis B. Paton of. and your presence Is earnestly
LA MODA MILLENERY
thing at the Drug Store.
a Hartford, Conn. The lecture will be!
Big Change of Program at the Elks' the furniture store, reclined on
Catron Block
East Side Plaza
tomorrow night. Show starts at 8 pile of mattresses and shot himself free and the public Is invited.
Folo'clock.
GET IT AT
through the head, dying 20 minutes lowing the lecture a reception will be
The members later without regaining consciousness. held in the Museum rooms. All are
Meeting Tomorrow
Attention Democrats The meeting invited to attend it, too.
of the Spanish American Alliance will
Three More Prisoners Three more
meet at their rooms at 2 p. m. tomor- of the territorial Democratic central
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS of PROMINENT PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET
row. All members are requested to committee, which convenes in this "boarders" have arrived at the pen
andWHY
city on Monday, October 3rd at 10 being brought by Sheriff Denny from!
be present.
NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
asheld
in
the
be
will
o'clock
a.
m.,
Alamogordo.
They are Charles W.
Well, it's Vaudeville Tonight and j
W ere it costs no more for the BEST
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent,
sembly room of the Santa Fe County White, 12 to 15 years, murder; Felix1
tomorrow niglht at the Elks. Prices
Albuquerque, N. M.
Commercial Club rooms on the west Cordero, one year, assault with
a
goods and the BEST service than you
10 and 15 cents.
'
of
all
members
and
deadly
side
of
five
the
weapon; Felipe Costillo,
E. Tafoya in Charge
E. Tafoya has
plaza,
pay elsewhere for inferior.
been appointed janitor to take charge the committee, as well as the Demo- to seven years, manslaughter.
313V, W. Central Ave bet, Third"
Fourth
Conference With Navajos " Agent
of the rooms at the Commercial Club cratic delegates elected to the constiPhone 923
ASK ABOUT THE REXALL GOODS
Albuquerque. Niw Mexico,
to
are
tutional
Ina
and
number
of
which
will
convention,
requested
be the headquarters of the
Paquette
Navajo
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY,
rooms
at
,
that hour dians held a consultation at Hogan of
delegates to the constitutional con-- meet at said club
on next Monday morning.
Indian Pinto relative to some lands in
vention.
Tne leading photographic studio in the southwest, Prices
reasonable.
New Mexico Firemen A call has; Body of Young Man Found The the Zuni Indian reservation. The In-Satisfaction guaranteed.
man
a
of
of
the
young
body
been Issued for a meeting of New finding
dians, it seems, have in some manner
Arrange for sitting while in Albuquerque during the Fair week.
These photographs eau be used as Christmas gifts.
231 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Mexico's Volunteer Firemen's Associa- about 200 yards from a public road on located or settled on lands in the Zunl
the "Yellow House" ranch of the
tion at Albuquerque on October 7.
Indian reservation, which has longj
Cattle Company, east of
Lost on Galisteo Street Between
since been withdrawn from settlement
is reported by J. P. Waite, su- or filing." McKinley County Republl-- :
Judge McFie and Mr. E. C. Abbott's,
a black bag, containing card case perintendent and manager of the com- can.
Shawgo's Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
and cards. Finder kindly return to pany. The body had been buried only
Arrested for Holding Stolen Jewelry
Mrs. A. L. Morrison, Jr., 201 Palace about 12 inches deep and animals had August Ocom and
OL'-CAMartin J. Fox were
NEAT ATTIRE
ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARdug it up and eaten the flesh oft the
avenue and receive reward.
arrested at Raton on the charge of
ANTEED N E W MANAGEMENT-UP-TO-DA- TE
could
idenbones.
in
aid
that
Nothing
Johnson-Jeffrie- s
Prices
for the
in
their
1 4
wu
was discovered.
It having stolen jewelry
EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- fight pictures will be 25, 35 and 50c. tifying the body
All 35 and 50 cents seats reserved. is thought the man had been dead
Gentlemen's Hats Made New.
Plat open Tuesday at Fischer's drug six or eight montuis. The only sign
of
was
ribs
three
RIPLEY
which
DENIES
broken,
injury
store.
Phone
U
IT 5rV
I
.uSTARTLING RUMOR.
Xsaide
SHAWGO,
Funeral Held Today The funeral might have been done by stock after
Red 132
was
the
shalfrom
the
body
dragged
of Miss Transita Romero took place
low
The clothes were those
grave.
at 3 o'clock today from the cathedral.
(Continued From Page One.)
Interment was made in Rosario cem- of a working man, except the footwear which was a pair of boots.
undertaketery. The
Three Pitchers on One Train That management to turn back all surplus
ing establishment was in charge.
liji fi
jli'J'liil
tun. v & ijj y
FOOTWEAR
Santa
Fe will have a petty swift ag into the property for further develop-- !
V
and
Kinsman
Messrs.
and
Fay
Fay
-F- ORex- ment work.
of
ball
at
the
players
gregation
be
will
seen
Kinsman
tonight in the
"Within the last six months the'
Men, Women and Children
mm
Elks' theatre in a vaudeville act hibition game given tomorrow with
which will be given in connection the Albuquerque team in the Duke company's coal business has shown!
HIGH & LOW SHOES
with the regular exhibition of moving City is seen from the fact that the good improvement, the best market'
Particular care is taken that no out
Salmon grays of this city will have being that for domestic coal through- pictures.
when apparently "run to seed" a littlb
IN SUEDES, PATENTS
fit leaves
GUNMETALS
Toilet Articles for the House, Blank this great team: Cyclone Joe, pitcher out Texas. Coke has recently been!
our renova- ets,
of the Chicago Giants; Pettis, catcher shipped as far north as Butte, and
we
benefited
LIGHT AND HEAVY SOLES
equally
by
and
in
hard
whips
THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
everything
tion treatment. We put an entirely ware, the best in the line are partic- for the Chicago Giants; Jones, second coal east to Kansas; but the bestj
:'
til
STABLE
DRESSY SHOES for LADIES
on them, giving each ularly mentioned in the change of baseman of the St. Joseph, Mo., team; market of the St. Louis, Rocky Mounnew
appearance
- is In
iwrfnct condition.
Wood-Davi- s
Welsh, short stop for Topeka's crack tain & Pacific Company is to the
ad
for
Harware
Company
Horses fresh, vehicle.- - clean and easy garment a freshness that suggests the in this issue. Read about them.
team, and Armisted, pitcher for Den. south, where it enjoys rates about ten
running. Drivers spick and span. original appearance when brand new.
J
Land Case Judge McFie ver's team. From Santa Fe will be cents a ton less than is charged on
Trying
EXCLUSIVE SHOES for MEN
coal from the Trinidad field, which
P&trona are always well pleased with We are prompt and careful with our spent
and this forenoon Dr. Thomas McCarthy, the noted Cor
yesterday
to
be
our service. We have rigs of all kinds work and guarantee
over
has
hauled
Raton
Pass.
ti all partons per- hearing the case of Edgar Andrews nell twirler of spit ball fame and who
fcr use at any time of day or night fect satisfaction as well, as content- vs. the Bonanza Live Stock Company will pitch tomorrow's game, the two
"Some part of the increase in earn-- 1
and our charges are moderate.
the two Parsons and ings this year is due to a better rate
ment with the low prices charged.
involving the quieting of the title to Andersons,
80 acres of land tn the southern nart Teddy Arcy.
Manager Kerr, of the division, bringing the earnings of the
of the county.
Salmon Grays went to Lamy today to St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
Julius Muralter, Tailor
WILLIAMS 1 ElSIiSG
I
Wedding on Monday Miss Juanita escort the Chicago Giants to AlDuquer-que- . railway up to a higher level. A large
Shoe Specialist
248 San Francisco
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Re4 Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue. Padilla, grand daughter of Mrs. Paula
The Salmon Grays are strong amount of coal is being delivered to
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per sack $1.65 per sack
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REX ALL STORE

Tuberculosis Conquered
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The Rexall Drug Store.
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SAURT

$1.50 to $4.50

$1.75 to $6.00

JOHN PFLEUGER
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: ARTISTIC TAILORING!

i
1

"Be Sure Your Tailor is
a ian of Sense"

Hart Schaffner & iarx Ready
lo Wear D e
par t m ent

This old quotation so often used, is a
good, sensible admonition at any time.
Judging from the number of men ve
see wearing
poorly tailored
would
of place if it
be
it
not
out
clothes,
in
of
the tops
their hats.
were pasted
Perfect fitting clothes can be had.
d,

I

There are no Clothes Troubles Here.

You may be just as critical as you please
about the details of the way your coat
is cut the shape, length and curve of
the lapel, the drape of the skirts, etc.;
or the "hang" of the trousers; herein

Oar cutter aud Tailors are skilled artists

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

The clothes they make fit correctly, and
are tailored perfectly; The Fall woolens
are beautiful, and our prices are not
'iolty" in any degree.

clothes you find exactly the right thing
And if you're critical about fit, be as. exacting as you please. If you cant judge
not easy bring
for yourself ab aut fit-i- t's
a good judge with you; we II fit you right,
To or we'll not ask
you to take the suit.
Here'they are, Hrt Schaffner &, Marx goods
suits $20 to $50; overcoats $18 to ,$60.

Suits $25.00 to $50.00
Overcoats $18.00 to $50.00
Trousers $4.50 to $15:00
If you appreciate Good Tailoring, let us
have your measure for your. Fall garments. Test our ability!
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;Tailors-Clothiers-Ha- berd

ashers
Copyright

1909 by Hart Schaffner Ic

riiii.n.M.
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